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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. In Indonesia, the growing digitalization of the 

economy has contributed to the increased role of 
the ICT sector. While the ICT sector only contributes 
3.9% to Indonesia’s economy in 2019, the sector is 
expected to continue its upward trajectory (by 1.6% 
in 2020) in the coming years and is predicted to play 
a pivotal role in Indonesian economy.

2. The expected growth of the ICT sector will 
consequently lead to higher demand of ICT-related 
skills. Not only the demand for the more advanced 
ICT-related positions, like web developers or 
programmers, but also more practical skills that 
can be used for jobs in an e-commerce, food and 
beverages, and media industry, for example social 
media administrators and online store staff.

3. In Indonesia’s TVET, ICT has become one of the 
most important teachings, which is provided 
through out formal and non-formal education.

4. In formal TVET, ICT training is provided by Sekolah 
Menengah Kejuruan (SMK) and higher education 
institutions like universities, Sekolah Tinggi, and 
Polytechnics. 

5. In non-formal TVET, ICT is provided by LKPs or 
Courses and Training Centres, BLKs or Skills and 
Training Centres, LPKSs or Private Work Training 
Centres, Pondok Pesantren or Islamic boarding 
schools, and company training centres.

6. Among non-formal institutions, BLKs play a 
particularly important role as they are catering 
to people from a financially disadvantaged 
background or students who have not graduated 
from school and is aimed at equipping these 
students with skills to enable them to compete in 
the job market.

Chapter 2: ICT sector in Indonesia
1. This research focuses on Indonesia’s ICT-sector 

which has been rapidly growing thanks to the 
country’s e-commerce and financial technology 
(fintech).

2. The growth of the Indonesian ICT sector has been 
boosted by the rapid growth of e-commerce, which 
is expected to reach USD 65 billion market by 2022.

3. At 0.5% of the total labour force, employment in the 
ICT sector remains very low. 

4. Gender disparity still exists in the ICT sector with 
women only making up 28% of employment in this 
sector. 

5. The impact of the Covid-19 outbreak is significant 
and has caused an increase of 3.7 million 
unemployment per May 12th, 2020.

6. However, the outbreak is not expected to have a 
negative effect on Indonesia’s e-commerce sector 
which is expected to continue its positive growth in 
2020.

7. The Indonesian government has prepared five 
main schemes in the economic protection and 
recovery program for the pandemic, mainly for the 
micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME). 

8. The government has also launched Kartu Prakerja 
or employment card for workers and SMEs who 
are affected by the Covid-19. This card is aimed 
at helping these workers to develop skills and 
competencies, including in ICT.

Chapter 3: Methodology
1. The first phase in this research, which are desk 

research and short interviews, has helped to 
develop an understanding of the Indonesian ICT 
sector in general. 

2. The second phase, an online survey with BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates, has helped to paint a picture 
of the process that BBPLK Bekasi graduates go 
through in finding a job. 

3. In the third and final phase, in-depth interviews 
with SMEs representatives and association as well 
as BBPLK Bekasi graduates and representatives, 
helped get insights on SMEs demands on ICT-
related skills, and to further understand the gap 
between SMEs’ demands and BBPLK Bekasi job 
placements and initiatives in order to prepare their 
students to get a job, especially related to ICT.

Chapter 4: ICT in Indonesia’s 
Technical and Vocational Education 
and Training (TVET)
1. Vocational education and training in Indonesia 

consist of formal and non-formal education.

2. Formal education is supervised by Ministry of 
Education and Culture (MoEC) and offered in schools 
(SMK & MAK) and higher education institutions 
(Polytechnics, Sekolah Tinggi and Universities).

3. The responsibility for non-formal education is 
split between three ministries, MoEC, Ministry of 
Manpower (MoM), and Ministry of Religious Affairs 
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(MoRA). MoEC is responsible for LKP, PKBM, and 
SKB, while MoM is responsible for Balai Latihan 
Kerja (BLK). Next to that, MoRA supervises Pondok 
Pesantren.   

4. The number of BLK participants has been increasing 
throughout the years, from 62,073 students in 2014 
to 149,087 in 2018.

5. SMK graduates have higher unemployment rate 
compared to those with a vocational degree from 
higher learning institutions (Diploma I, II, and III), 
averaging 11% for the past 5 years. 

6. In non-formal education, ICT-programs are 
provided at Lembaga Kursus dan Pelatihan (LKPs) 
or Courses and Training Centres, Balai Latihan Kerja 
(BLKs) or Skills and Training Centres, Lembaga 
Pelatihan Kerja Swasta (LPKSs) or Private Work 
Training Centres, Pondok Pesantren or Islamic 
boarding schools, and company training centres.

7. BBPLK Bekasi is the centre for ICT vocational 
training program. It offers 18 modules for ICT 
programs and is projected to have 6,000 students 
per year, making it the largest program in BBPLK 
Bekasi.

8. The large majority (79%) of BBPLK Bekasi ICT 
graduates look for a job immediately after 
graduation with 51% ending up getting a job.

9. The graduates aspire to get ICT-related jobs after 
graduation.

10. In applying for a job, the jobs’ requirements that do 
not meet the graduates’ educational background is 
mentioned as the main challenge (50%), followed 
by not many jobs available (49%), and jobs requiring 
several years of experience (40%).

11. Educational background as the main hurdle for 
graduates to get a job is also confirmed in the IDI 
session, in which graduates indicate that most 
ICT jobs they are looking for require a bachelor’s 
degree. 

12. Female graduates see the distance from home to 
job as a major challenge (42%).

13. The graduates have a positive view towards On-
the-job training (OJT) although only 17% have 
participated in OJT.

14. During the IDI session, graduates mentioned 
they feel unsure about their upcoming plans after 
graduating from BBPLK Bekasi. 

Chapter 5: ICT and Indonesia’s Small 
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
1. The definition of SMEs varies widely between 

countries, in this report the definition of the 
Government of Indonesia is used, which is based 
on annual turnover or total assets.

2. SMEs play an important role in the Indonesian 
economy, employing around 117 million of 
workforce or 97% of the domestic workforce.

3. Additionally, the sector also accounts for 61.1% of 
Indonesia’s gross domestic product (GDP).

4. Despite its benefits, usage of ICT remains very 
low among Indonesian SMEs. Overall, usage of 
computers and internet stands at 6.2% and 9.8% 
respectively.

5. Usage of computer and internet is highest among 
SMEs in the education sector with 65.6% and 56.8% 
respectively.

6. There is a demand for employees with ICT-related 
skills taught at BBPLK Bekasi among SMEs, although 
the challenges faced by BBPLK Bekasi graduates in 
getting these jobs is not yet known. 

7. ICT-related jobs are available in the SMEs. Not only 
SMEs in the ICT sector, but also in other sectors, 
such as media, retail, advertisement, and food and 
beverage. 

8. This section also explains the hard and soft skills 
required by SMEs in each sector. Further, the 
overview of the recruitment process that SMEs go 
through in selecting candidates are also explained.

9. For ICT job applicants, especially in graphic design 
and programmer-related positions, having a 
portfolio is a must for most SMEs. This plays a big 
role for SMEs in accepting or rejecting a candidate. 

Chapter 6: Gap Analysis of skills 
taught at BBPLK and ICT-related jobs 
in SME
1. This study aims to understand the problems that 

might exist between the supply of ICT-trained 
and -educated graduates from BBPLK Bekasi on 
one hand and the demand of Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) on the other.

2. In general, there is a gap between SMEs demands 
on ICT-related skills and the material that BBPLK 
Bekasi teaches.
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3. For instance, for programming-related position, 
JavaScript and HTML are more generally used, and 
these two can be the basic knowledge for learning 
another programming language. Meanwhile, PHP 
and MySQL are the two software that BBPLK Bekasi 
use for teaching web programming curriculum.

4. LinkedIn, Kalibrr, and Tech in Asia are one of the 
many job platforms that SMEs use in posting job 
vacancies. Tech in Asia is the go-to platform for 
posting ICT-specific positions, such as programmer, 
developer, etc.

5. However, platforms that graduates use for seeking 
a job are more often than not different from what 
SMEs use to fill available positions. For example, 
Jobstreet and Loker.id.

6. In general, SMEs only need CVs and portfolios 
for selecting candidates. However, during an 
application process, BBPLK Bekasi graduates like 
to prepare documents like Kartu Kuning and SKCK, 
which are often not required by companies.

7. For ICT-related jobs, while having a bachelor’s 
degree in general is preferred, employers put 
more emphasis on technical skills possessed by the 
applicants.

8. In general, SMK graduates are known for their good 
technical skills in the eyes of SMEs. However, SMK 
graduates are still perceived lacking in confidence 
and communication skills.

9. Only few SMEs aware of BBPLK Bekasi. Although 
most are already aware with other training 
institutions, namely Purwadhika, Hactiv8, and 
Skilvul. 

Chapter 7: Recommendation
1. For the short term, BBPLK Bekasi is recommended 

to improve existing soft and hard skills that were 
taught in the curriculum. This improvement can 
help the students to have a better chance of getting 
hired as well as fit the demands from the ICT labour.

2. While in the long term, BBPLK Bekasi can consider 
strengthening its partnerships with industry, 
introducing advance classes for students who 
already have working experience, as well as 
mapping students based on career path for each 
curriculum.

3. Since SMEs are going more and more online, there 
seems to be a growing need to fill in ICT-related 
positions within these SMEs. These new positions 
can be an opportunity for BBPLK Bekasi graduates. 
Further research is needed to get a clear overview 
of all relevant newly merging entry-level ICT-related 
positions available in SMEs.   
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1. Introduction
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In Indonesia, the growing 
digitalization of the economy has 
contributed to the increased role 
of the ICT sector. While the ICT 
sector only contributes 3.9% to 
Indonesia’s economy in 2019, the 
sector is expected to continue its 
upward trajectory1 in the coming 
years and is predicted to play a 
pivotal role in Indonesian economy 
(Das et al, 2018). The Government 
of Republic of Indonesia (GoI) has 
built Palapa Ring, the National 
Broadband Development to 
improve connectivity in the 
country which should also help 
its ICT sector (Das et al, 2018).
Indonesian ICT sector has been boosted by the rapid 
growth of its e-commerce and financial technology 
(fintech), the two main contributors to the growth of 
Indonesia’s ICT sector. It is estimated that by 2022, 
there will be USD 65 billion worth of goods sold online 
in Indonesia, a significant increase from USD 8 billion in 
2017. Meanwhile the fintech sector, which was valued at 
USD 3 billion in 2013, has grown to USD 8 billion by 2018 
(Das et al, 2018). Companies like Bukalapak, Tokopedia, 
and Gojek are among the technology companies leading 
the way of innovations in the growing digitalization 
of consumers’ economic activities. The GoI has also 
prepared an e-commerce roadmap to help the country 
unleash its potential in this sector.

Table 1 Indonesia’s e-tailing spending relative to 
total retail spending and GDP

2015 2016 2017

E-commerce of total retail < 1% 2% 3%

E-commerce of total GDP 0.2% 0.3% 0.5%

Source: Das, Kaushik, Toshan Tamhane, Ben Vatterott, Phillia Wibowo, 
and Simon Wintels, The digital archipelago: How online commerce 
id driving Indonesia’s economic development (2018).

61.1% of Indonesia’s GDP and employ more than 117 
million people (Nainggolan, 2020).

The Covid-19 outbreak has had a disruptive impact on 
almost all business sectors in Indonesia. Yet for the 
e-commerce sector, the outbreak has helped to bring 
in new cohorts of online shoppers. It is estimated that 
around 30% of online shoppers during the Covid-19 
outbreak are new shoppers that had never shopped 
online before (Eloksari, 2020). The sector’s positive 
trend is expected to continue in 2020 despite the 
outbreak. 

The expected growth of the ICT sector will consequently 
lead to higher demand of ICT-related skills. Covid-19 
pandemic has only increased the growth of the ICT 
sector as companies are forced to speed up their digital 
transformation. Not only the demand for the more 
advanced ICT-related positions, like web developers 
or programmers, but also more practical skills that 
can be used for jobs in e-commerce and Food and 
Beverages, for example social media administrators 
and online store staff. As of now, despite its enormous 
potential, there are still several factors that have held 
back Indonesia to reach its full potential in the ICT 
sector. Along with poor infrastructure and regulatory 
restrictions, the lack of skilled ICT workers is among 
the main problems that has hindered the growth of the 
sector in Indonesia (Milne, 2016). It is predicted that 
between 2015 to 2030, Indonesia would experience a 
shortage of 9 million ICT workers to meet the increasing 
demand of its ICT sector (World Bank, 2019). There is 
a concern that Indonesia’s ICT education and training 
might not be able to meet this demand. 

ICT-related skills are one of the most important 
skills taught at Indonesia’s Technical and Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET). This shows the important 
role that Indonesian TVET can play in meeting this 
increasing demand in ICT skills. Based on data from 
Ministry of Communication and Information (MoCaI), 
Indonesia produced more than 500,000 ICT graduates 
per year from its Technical and Vocational Education 
and Training (TVET) system. In of 2020, the ICT sector 
is projected to employ 600,000 people per year (World 
Bank, 2019). This shows that a significant gap still 
exists between what the ICT sector demands and what 
Indonesian TVETs supply.

ICT training in TVET is provided through both the 
formal and non-formal stream.2  The main difference 
between the two education streams lies in the 
institutions providing the education and training. 
The formal stream is provided through schools and 
universities, while the non-formal education stream is 

1 The ICT sector and smartphone user is estimated to contribute 5.5% 
to Indonesia’s GDP (Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika, 
2015). 

2 The phrase formal and non-formal stream of TVET refers to the 
Chapeau Paper on Indonesia Technical and Vocational Education 
and Training (2019).

The growth of e-commerce has also sped up the 
transformation of traditional Small Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) into e-commerce entities. As a result, SMEs form 
the large part of more than 4 million businesses on 
e-commerce platforms. It is estimated that more than 
90% of businesses on these online platforms fall into 
the SME category. SMEs in general play a crucial role in 
Indonesian economy where they contribute as much as 
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3 This report does not take into account the number of BLK 
communities in Indonesia. Instead, the 305 BKLs in this report 
refers to the BLKs under the governments.

provided through training centres. The formal stream 
includes Vocational High School (SMK) and higher 
education institutions like universities, Sekolah Tinggi, 
and Polytechnics. For the non-formal stream, ICT is 
provided by LKPs or Courses and Training Centres, 
BLKs or Skills and Training Centres, LPKSs or Private 
Work Training Centres, Pondok Pesantren or Islamic 
boarding schools, and company training centres.

Among non-formal institutions, BLKs play a particularly 
important role as they cater for people from a financially 
disadvantaged background or students who did not 
graduate from school and aimed at equipping them 
with skills to enable them to compete in the job market. 
In total, there are 305 BLKs3 across Indonesia, 23 of 
which are directly managed by the national government 
through MoM, while the rest are managed by local 
governments. Of these 23 BLKs, 5 of them, also called 
Balai Besar Pengembangan dan Latihan Kerja (BBPLK) 
or Major Centre for Work Development and Training, 
act as the centre of excellence for their respective 
discipline. BBPLK Bekasi, the focus of this report, is the 
designated centre of excellence for ICT education and 
training amongst BLKs in Indonesia. 

As the centre of excellence for ICT training and 
education among the BLKs, BBPLK Bekasi has the most 
comprehensive ICT curriculum which covers in total 18 
modules. BBPLK Bekasi provides ICT-related skills that 
are meant to help its graduates to apply for positions 
that require ICT skills that are practical and applicable, 
as in those required by Indonesian SMEs. Therefore, 
it is crucial to understand what ICT skills are taught 
at BBPLK Bekasi and what the skills are required for 
available ICT-related jobs, especially from the SMEs. 
Understanding the gap that exists between this supply 
and demand would hopefully help in the improvement 
of ICT training in BBPLK Bekasi more specifically and 
Indonesia’s ICT training and education more generally. 

Research objectives
This report aims to help understand the problems 
that cause the gap between the supply of ICT-trained 
and -educated graduates of BBPLK Bekasi in one hand 
and the demand from Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) on the other. More specifically, the objective of 
this report is to gain a deeper understanding on the 
following:

1. ICT-related jobs available at SMEs in Indonesia that 
require ICT skills provided by training at BBPLK 
Bekasi.

2. Skills and recruitment need of SMEs related to ICT-
related jobs in their respective industries.

3. Gap analysis between the demand of skills by firms 
with the skills provided by BBPLK Bekasi.

4. Gap analysis between industry recruitment strategy 
and needs with BBPLK Bekasi job placement 
strategy and initiatives implemented.

Scope
The report focuses on the TVET in Indonesia, especially in 
the non-formal stream. This report will cover in general 
formal and non-formal training provided by SMK, LKPs, 
BLKs, LPKSs, Pondok Pesantren, and company training 
centres. The main focus of the report will be given to 
BLKs, especially BBPLK Bekasi. 

The focus on BBPLK Bekasi is due to its position as the 
centre of excellence for ICT education and training 
among BLKs in Indonesia. It has the most advanced and 
comprehensive ICT curriculum of all BLKs in Indonesia. 
As a centre of excellence, BBPLK Bekasi has become 
a reference for training for other BLKs. The skills that 
it provides can be useful for its graduates, not only to 
apply for jobs that require high ICT skill levels, but also 
for positions at SMEs that require basic ICT skills.

On the other side of the equation, the scope of this 
report will be focused on Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs). SMEs are chosen as the focus because of 
their importance to Indonesian economy. This sector 
contributes 61.1% of Indonesia’s GDP and employs 
around 117 million people (Nainggolan, 2020). More 
importantly, this sector is selected because it has the 
potential to absorb the graduates of BBPLK Bekasi, 
especially its ICT graduates. 

This report aims to shed light on the gap between the 
training and education provided by BBPLK Bekasi and 
the jobs and skills requirements at SMEs. Understanding 
the challenges facing BBPLK Bekasi on one hand and 
the demand of SMEs on the other hand would help 
to create recommendations to help bridge the gap 
between the two.

Methodology
This report is based on extensive literature review from 
various data sources, a quantitative online survey with 
BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates, and qualitative research 
with SMEs and BBPLK Bekasi representatives as well 
as BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates. The data from the 
government of Indonesia, from BPS, MoM, MoEC, and 
various other literature are combined with relevant 
research from other organizations on the topic. 
Additionally, during the desk research phase, short 
interviews with individuals who work in the Indonesian 
ICT sector have been also conducted to help provide 
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context to the information collected from the literature 
review. 

The quantitative online survey was conducted among 
BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates for the second phase. In 
this phase, 253 graduates participated in the survey. This 
quantitative research aimed to understand graduates’ 
perception of the added value of BBPLK Bekasi’s 
training as well as the process that graduates go 
through in getting a job. For more detailed information 
on the online survey, see chapter 3.

Due to the limited availability of relevant data through 
literature review and quantitative survey, several points 
in the research objectives could not be met by these two 
research methods alone. This includes a detailed gap 
analysis between ICT positions available at SMEs and 
their exact requirements as well as analysis on the skills 
and requirements of SMEs from different industries. 
Thus, in-depth interviews (IDI) with representatives of 
different SME industries and representatives of BBPLK 
Bekasi were done to get a thorough understanding 
of the supply for ICT trained graduates from BBPLK 
Bekasi’s side as well as the SMEs’ demanded skills for 
ICT-related positions. For more information on the 
methodology of this phase, see chapter 3.

Structure of the Report
This report is divided into seven (7) chapters. Chapter 
1 provides an introduction of this research. Chapter 2 
provides an overview of the job market in Indonesia, 
especially in the ICT sector. This chapter also looks at 
the impact of Covid-19 on employment in Indonesia, 
especially in the ICT sector. Chapter 3 explains the 
methodology in this research, which includes three (3) 
phases, desk research, quantitative research through 
an online survey, and qualitative research through an 
in-depth interview. 

Chapter 4 looks at vocational education and training 
in Indonesia, with emphasis on non-formal TVET. This 
chapter also looks more specifically into Balai Latihan 
Kerja (BLKs), especially BBPLK Bekasi which is the centre 
of excellence for ICT education and training among 
BLKs in Indonesia. This chapter also looks into the 
program and job placement strategy by BBPLK Bekasi, 
both from BBPLK Bekasi and graduates’ perspective. 

Chapter 5 describes the situation of Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) and their use of e-commerce 
platform and other ICT-related skills in their operation, 
as well as the overview of SMEs that were interviewed 
during the in-depth interview session. Chapter 6 
investigates the gap between the jobs available at 
the SMEs and the training provided by BBPLK. Lastly, 
Chapter 7 provides recommendations for BBPLK Bekasi.
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ICT sector in 
Indonesia

2.
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This chapter provides an overview 
of the current situation of ICT sector 
in Indonesia, with a focus on the 
employment in this sector and 
the trends in the last few years. 
This chapter also looks into the 
employment of ICT graduates in 
the SME sector which is the focus 
of this report. Finally, the chapter 
investigates the effect of the ongoing 
Covid-19 outbreak on Indonesian 
economy, especially to its nascent 
and rapidly growing ICT sector.

2.1 Overview of ICT sector in 
Indonesia
At 3.9%, the contribution of the ICT sector to the 
Indonesian economy remains low. But thanks to the 
rapidly growing e-commerce sector, ICT is expected to 
play more prominent role in Indonesian economy in the 
future. 

With only 3.9%, the ICT sector still makes up a smaller 
part of Indonesian economy. Yet the ICT sector has 
been growing at a rapid rate the past 5 years. In fact, it 
has been one of the fastest growing sectors, boosted by 
the proliferation of internet and smartphone usage and 
the healthy growth of the e-commerce sector. Led by 
companies such as Tokopedia, Shopee, and Bukalapak, 
Indonesia is currently among Southeast Asia’s biggest 
e-commerce markets. A trend that is expected to grow 
even bigger in the coming years. Indonesia is finely 
poised to become a location for digital innovation, 
including retail and financial services, with new business 
models acting as the primary forms of innovation.  

The sector has not attracted a large amount of Foreign 
Direct Investment (FDI) (ILO, 2019), because of the 
shortage of specialized labour and lack of investment in 
digital economy skills. But the sector is believed to have 
a great potential for future growth. As stated previously, 
the e-commerce sector, the main driver of Indonesia’s 
ICT growth, would grow by eightfold from USD 8 billion 
to USD 65 billion supported by the increased usage of 
smartphones and internet penetration (Das et al, 2018). 
Yet, despite the positive trends and the enormous 
potential of Indonesia’s ICT sector, challenges remain. 
The biggest hurdle facing the sector in Indonesia is 
the limited number of qualified IT workers. The lack of 
investments in digital economy skills is a hindrance for 
Indonesia to achieve its digital economy potential. 

The Government of Indonesia (GoI) is now working 
to improve this as it aims to increase the sector’s 
contribution to the economy as part of its Industry 4.0 
strategy. One of GoI’s main programs for the coming 
years is improving its TVET, especially in the ICT 
sector to prepare for a future generation of workers 
who are well-versed with the changing demands of 
an increasingly digitalized economy. This strategy of 
improving ICT training and education especially within 
Indonesia’s TVET will be explained in greater details in 
Chapter 2. 

2.2 Current ICT job outlook
The ICT sector employs more than 900,000 people in 
2019, contributing just over 0.5% of Indonesia’s labour 
force. Gender disparity still exist in Indonesia’s ICT 
sector with women only making up 28% of employment 
in ICT. In terms of education, university and SMA (senior 
high school) graduates make up around 50% of all ICT 
workforce. 

The Indonesian economy has been traditionally 
dependent on agricultural activities. While the 
agriculture sector is not as dominant as it once was, it 
still counts for 20% of the country’s economic activity. 
As the country begins to diversify its economy, other 
sectors have been steadily growing too. The ICT sector 
is no exception. Currently the sector contributes 
3.9% to Indonesia’s economy, a significant increase 
compared to 3.4% just 5 years ago. In Indonesia, the 
sector is defined based on The International Standard 
Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) 
and also includes broadcasting and movie activities, but 
excluding ICT manufacturing, trade, and repair. 

Table 2 Labour force and employment in ICT August 
2015-2019

2015 2016 20182017 2019

Employment 
in ICT sector

Employment 
in ICT sector 

Contribution 
of ICT to GDP

541,331 

0.6% 

3.6%

819,210

 
0.4% 

3.8%

683,504 

0.3% 

3.6%

894,673

 
0.7% 

3.8%

894,673

 
0.7% 

3.8%

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik. Keadaan Angkatan Kerja di Indonesia 
2015-2019.

Despite contributing around one fifteenth of the 
country’s economy, the ICT sector only employs a 
fraction of Indonesia’s more than 130 million active 
labour force. As of 2019, there are more than 900,000 
people employed in the sector or around 0.6% of 
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Indonesia’s labour force. In 2018, more than 500,000 
people were working as ICT professionals and technician 
roles across all economic sectors (ILO, 2019). According 
to a World Bank report, 600 thousand digital talents are 
needed per year in order to make up 9 million expert 
workforces in the digital sector in the coming 15 years 
(World Bank, 2019).

Table 3 Employment by gender in August 2019

Men Women

ICT employment 442,446 172,332

ICT employment (%) 72% 28%

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik. 2019. Keadaan Angkatan Kerja di 
Indonesia 2019. p. 141.

Table 4 Employment in ICT sector based on education level

Year No schooling 
or not finish SD

Graduated 
SD

Graduated 
SMP

Graduated SMA

General
Diploma

Vocational
University Total

2015 1,462 16,491 36,924 142,529 100,848 56,809 186,268 541,331

2016 6,534 33,232 59,976 195,810 108,651 65,832 213,469 683,504

2017 4,577 24,308 68,791 242,323 166,775 79,332 233,104 819,210

2018 5,096 27,908 79,312 266,695 180,510 88,326 246,826 894,673

2019 7,702 28,978 78,125 243,247 220,036 64,715 269,971 912,774

Source: Survei Angkatan Kerja Nasional, BPS, 2016.

As with other sectors in Indonesian economy, the 
gender gap is an issue. Of all employees in the ICT sector, 
72% are men and women make up the remaining 28%. 
This gender imbalance in the ICT sector is not unique 
to Indonesia (ILO, 2019). Other countries like India and 
Thailand also see similar issue. One main reason for the 
low share of women in ICT-related jobs is that women 
enrolment in ICT-related studies at technical vocational 
and higher education institutes are also low (ILO, 2019).

As of 2019, a bachelor’s degree makes up the biggest 
part of workers in Indonesia’s ICT sector with 29.6%, 
followed by SMA (26.6%) and SMK (24.1%).  

programs aimed at reducing the blow caused by the 
economic downturn, with specific focus at helping 
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 

2.3.1. Increase in unemployment

As with other countries around the globe, Indonesia 
also has not been immune to the impact caused by the 
global Coronavirus outbreak. The national government 
approved PSBB (Large Scale Social Distancing) on 20 
April 2020 to control the spread of the outbreak. The 
final decision on the duration of PSBB is made by each 
individual province. 

On May 11th 2020, the government through its Gugus 
Tugas Percepatan Penanganan (the GoI’s body in 
charge of Covid-19’s handling in Indonesia) Covid-19 
plans to ease some restrictions after almost two months 
of applying strict social restrictions. This is to help boost 
the economy which has taken a heavy toll because of 
the outbreak. 

On April 14, 2020, Minister of Finance Sri Mulyani 
explained that the government had prepared several 
scenarios measuring the impact of the pandemic. 
Under the two scenarios, ‘severe’ and ‘very severe’, 
the government estimates that unemployment will 
increase by as much as 2.9 million and 5.2 million 
people, respectively. This is expected to lead to an 
increase in poverty as well. The government estimates 
that poverty will increase by 1.1 million and 3.78 million 
in severe and very severe scenario (Fauzia, 2020).

2.3 The impacts of Covid-19 Outbreak 
The Covid-19 outbreak has caused an increase in 
unemployment and poverty in Indonesia. As of May 
2020, there has been an increase in unemployment 
by 3.7 million people. The government has launched 

Table 5 Increase in unemployment and poverty

Severe 
scenario

Very severe 
scenario

Unemployment 2.9 million 5.2 million

Poverty 1.1 million 3.8 million

Source: Mutia Fauzia. 2020. Dampak Corona, Jumlah Pengangguran 
Bisa Naik hingga 5,2 Juta Orang. Online source
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As of April 13th, 2020, based on the combined data from 
the Ministry of Manpower and BPJS Ketenagakerjaan, 
there have been 2.8 million workers affected by the 
coronavirus outbreak. This number increased to 
3.7 million unemployment per May 12th. Thus, the 
country is currently facing the very severe scenario of 
unemployment due to the Covid-19. These workers 
have been laid off or are on unpaid leave as companies 
try to navigate the effect of the pandemic on their 
businesses. The most affected sectors by this pandemic 
are accommodation and food beverage, transportation 
and warehouse, and trade. For food and beverage 
industry alone, according to the Indonesian Hotel and 
Restaurant Association (PHRI), as of 17th of April 2020, 
there have been more than 150,000 workers in the hotel 
and restaurant business affected by layoffs and unpaid 
leave (CNN Indonesia, 2020). 

Until now the ICT sector has been spared from the 
worst effect of the coronavirus outbreak. Unlike the 
hotel and restaurant sector, the ICT sector is less 
dependent on customers going out and visiting their 
businesses. The Covid-19 outbreak is even expected 
to boost Indonesia’s already robust e-commerce 
sector. Its positive trajectory is expected to continue 
in 2020. The outbreak has actually helped to bring in 
new cohorts of online shoppers. It is estimated that 
around 30% of online shoppers during the Covid-19 
outbreak are new shoppers that had never shopped 
online before (Eloksari, 2020). Despite the boom on 
e-commerce, the ICT sector overall will still feel the 
effects of the inevitable economic downturn. The global 
ICT sector is expected to contract by around 7% to 8% in 
2020 (Deshmukh, 2020).

2.3.2 Government efforts to deal with the 
effect of Covid-19 outbreak

Understanding the challenges that the outbreak will 
pose to the economy, the government has responded 
to the ongoing crisis through five (5) main schemes in 
the economic protection and recovery program, mainly 
for the micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME) 
sector. These 5 schemes are as follows (Taher, 2020):

1. Social assistance to SME entrepreneurs who are 
poor or vulnerable to the impact of coronavirus 
outbreak.

2. The fiscal incentive to business with an annual 
turnover of less than Rp 4.8 billion.

3. Restructuring of SME’s credit.

4. The financial stimulus for SMEs.

5. Instructions to ministries, state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs), and local governments to help SMEs.

The resources that SMEs can receive from the 
government can help these SMEs fill part of their needs. 
Especially in this digital era, SMEs have the opportunity 
to transform their business more aligned with this 
digital age. 

In addition to the above-mentioned schemes, the 
government also prepares Employment Card to help 
workers affected by the economic downturn. Known 
as Kartu Prakerja, in short, this program was originally 
intended for the unemployed youth. However, this 
program is currently being prioritized for workers and 
SMEs who are affected by the Covid-19. In addition 
to receiving training, the Pre-Employment Card also 
allows participants to receive assistance and incentives 
in e-money with the following details:

1. Rp 1 million in training assistance

2. Incentives after training Rp 600,000 per month (for 
4 months)

3. Employment survey incentive of Rp 50,000 per 
survey (3 surveys)

Neither the 5 main schemes nor Kartu Prakerja are 
specifically to help the ICT sector. The government’s 
focus with these programs is on helping SME in general 
to go through the coronavirus outbreak period and for 
workers in general, especially in the informal sector to 
train for new skills that they can use to apply for jobs 
after situation returns to normal. 

For Kartu Prakerja, the government has partnered up 
with several digital learning and payment platforms4  
to provide online classes for job seekers. These online 
classes include training in various skills, from cooking, 
language, finance, presentation, and several ICT-related 
skills. The ICT-related skills taught include:

1. Online advertising (Facebook, Google, YouTube, 
etc.).

2. Microsoft Excel.

3. Business promotion using Instagram.

4. ‘Digital-preneurship’.

4 There are 8 digital platforms that the Indonesian government 
has engaged for Kartu Prakerja: Tokopedia. Skill Academy, Mau 
BelajarApa, Bukalapak, Pintaria, Sekolahmu, Kemnaker, and Pijar.
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3. Methodology
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As mentioned in chapter 1, the 
labour market analysis on ICT 
skills trained at BBPLK Bekasi was 
conducted through three (3) phases:

1. Desk research – extensive 
literature review and 
short interviews

2. Quantitative research – a 
CASI quantitative survey with 
BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates

3. Qualitative research – In-
depth interviews with 
representatives from SMEs 
and BBPLK Bekasi, as well as 
BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates. 

Desk research
The data from the government of Indonesia, from 
BPS, MoM, MoEC, and various other literatures 
were combined with relevant research from other 
organizations on the topic. Additionally, during the 
desk research phase, short interviews with individuals 
who work in Indonesian ICT sector were also conducted 
to help provide context to the information collected 
from the literature review. The desk research was done 
from 20 April to 12 August 2020.

Purpose of phase 1:

1. Understand the general overview of ICT job market 
in Indonesia, especially after the confirmed cases of 
Covid-19 in Indonesia and the first implementation 
of PSBB in several regions across the country.

2. General overview of vocational education in 
Indonesia, especially from BLK and BBPLK Bekasi. 

3. General information on SMEs in Indonesia, 
especially in the ICT sector, as well as the usage of 
e-commerce.

4. Insights on the relevance of BBPLK Bekasi’s 
curriculum to the ICT sector.

To cover point 4, short interviews were conducted with 
individuals from different industries, namely FMCG, 
ICT, and Media. This was also aimed to understand 
the initial gap between the supply (BBPLK Bekasi’s 
curriculum) and SMEs’ demands of ICT-related skills for 
their resources. 

Quantitative research
The second phase of the research was a quantitative 
online survey or Computer Aided Self Interviewing 
(CASI) conducted among BBPLK Bekasi graduates. On 
top of this online survey, a booster sample via phone 
interviews was also conducted. This quantitative 
research aimed to understand the added value of the 
BBPLK Bekasi’s training from graduates’ perspective 
as well as the process that graduates went through in 
getting a job. The online survey was carried out from 
19th of August 2020 to 7th of September 2020.

1. Target group: BBPLK Bekasi ICT graduates.

2. Invitations sent: 3.024.

3. Invitations received:2.497.

4. Completed surveys: 253.

5. Margin of Error: 5,9%

6. Level of confidence: 95%

This phase was conducted to meet the following 
objectives: 

1. Quantify the process that graduates go through in 
getting a job.

2. Get insights on the perceived added value of the 
OJT.

3. Map the perceived added value of BBPLK training.

The profile of the respondents in terms of gender, age 
and education level is:

Figure 1 Gender

Male

32%

68%

Female
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The gender composition of the survey reflects that of 
BBPLK Bekasi IT Department in general where around 
two thirds of the students are male. This is in line with 
Indonesia’s IT employment in general that is also still 
dominated by male IT workers. The average graduates’ 
age was 24 years old, with the biggest age group came 
from 21 to 25 years old (45%). One important finding 
from the socio-economic background of the students 
is that diploma/bachelor’s degree graduates made up 
the second biggest group at BBPLK Bekasi IT programs 
(36%), only slightly lower than graduates with SMK 
background (41%) who made up the biggest group.

Qualitative research
In-depth interviews (IDIs) with representatives from 
different SME industries and representatives of BBPLK 
Bekasi were conducted in the third and final phase of 
the research. The target groups were owners and HR 
managers of SMEs in ICT, food and beverage (F&B), retail 
e-commerce, advertisement, and media. The interviews 
were conducted from 10 November 2020 to 5 February 
2021. Due to Covid-19 pandemic, all the interviews were 
conducted online using Zoom conference and lasted 
for an average of an hour. 

Table 6 Target group of IDI

Approached Completed 
interviews

SMEs 70+ 21

Associations 20+ 3

BBPLK Bekasi 2 2 
representatives

BBPLK Bekasi graduates 62 4

Due to the limited availability of relevant data through 
literature review in several areas, several points in 
the research objectives cannot be met solely through 
literature review. The in-depth interviews are conducted 
to better understand: 

1. Understanding the requirements from SME for ICT 
positions in different industries.

2. A gap analysis between these ICT positions at SMEs 
and to what extend their requirements are met by 
training provided by BBPLK Bekasi.

IDIs with graduates were also conducted to help 
answers questions that are more qualitative in nature, 
for example the graduates’ journey in getting a job. 
Meanwhile representatives from BBPLK Bekasi are 
interviewed to get an understanding on the issue from 
BBPLK perspective. Finally, IDIs were also conducted 
with representatives of different business associations, 
especially from their SME divisions. 

Five SME sectors were selected for the IDIs, namely ICT, 
Media, Advertisement, F&B, and Retail. The selection of 
these sectors was based on their requirements of ICT-
related skills in their operational activities. Additionally, 
these sectors were also chosen because they have 
positions that employ the skills taught at BBPLK Bekasi. 
The advertisement and media sector in particular 
require skills in many disciplines that BBPLK Bekasi 
teaches, for example: design graphic, digital marketing, 
cinematography, animation, and video editing. Selecting 
these sectors in this study was expected to shed light 
on the opportunities that BBPLK Bekasi graduates can 
tap into in their job applications. Furthermore, the 
associations were selected with the hope of providing 
insights from a more macro perspective which should 
help understand the trend in ICT usage among their 
members. 

The associations interviewed were those with large 
membership that they can be seen as representatives 
of other SME associations in Indonesia. Therefore, the 
interview composition was adjusted as the following: 

Figure 2 Age

Figure 3 Education level

<=20 21-25 >=26

27%
28%

45%

SMA SMK Higher 
Education

36%
23%

41%
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Table 7 Overview of IDI respondents

ICT F&B Retail Advertisement Media

Software 
development

Mobile game studio

E-ticketing

Coding academy

Financial technology

Advertising agency 

Digital agency

Creative agency

Restaurant 

Online grocery

Cafe

Digital marketing 

Production house

Newspaper company

Publishing agency

Entrepreneur 
association

MSME association

Animation association
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ICT in Indonesia’s 
Technical and 
Vocational Education 
and Training (TVET)

4.
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This chapter seeks to provide an 
overview of TVET in Indonesia, 
especially for ICT programs, starting 
with a general overview of TVET 
in Indonesia. Later on, the chapter 
digs deeper into the BLKs under 
the Ministry of Manpower (MoM) 
and the provincial government 
TVET in Indonesia and the various 
institutions that fall within their 
respective stream. It also looks 
at the ICT-related education and 
training provided by both formal 
and non-formal institutions. Lastly, 
the chapter looks specifically into 
BBPLK Bekasi, an institution at 
the fore front of non-formal TVET 
for ICT programs in Indonesia. 

 4.1 TVET in Indonesia

4.1.1 Overview of TVET in Indonesia

Indonesia’s vocational education and training is 
carried out through formal and non-formal education 
and training. Formal education and training consist 
of schools and higher education institutions which 
fall within the purview of MoEC. While non-formal 
education and training is split between MoEC and MoM. 

Vocational education and training in Indonesia consist 
formal and non-formal education. The difference 
between the two lies in the institutions providing the 
education and training. Formal education is provided 
by schools and universities or other higher education 
institutions. Non formal education meanwhile is 
provided by training centres, whether run by the 
government or private institutions. Additionally, formal 
education falls solely under the purview of MoEC, while 
the responsibility to organize non-formal education 
is split between MoEC and MoM. The overview of 
Indonesia’s vocational education can be seen in Figure 
1. 

Overall, there are 2 levels of vocational training for 
formal education:

1. Senior secondary education

2. Higher education

Senior secondary education consists of SMK (Sekolah 
Menengah Kejuruan) and MAK (Madrasah Aliyah 

Kejuruan). These institutions are the vocational 
education equivalent of senior high schools. Meanwhile 
higher education consists of Polytechnics, Sekolah 
Tinggi (institution of higher learning offering 3-year 
education and specializing in certain disciplines, 
for example economy, business, or statistics), and 
Universities offering degrees in diploma. But unlike 
4-year universities, Polytechnics, Sekolah Tinggi, and 
diploma programs in universities do not offer bachelor’s 
degrees and only offer diploma, from Diploma I to IV. 

Meanwhile, non-formal education includes the training 
provided by the following institutions:

1. Lembaga Kursus dan Keterampilan (LKP)

2. Sanggar Kegiatan Belajar (SKB) 

3. Pondok Pesantren

4. Balai Latihan Kerja (BLK)

Non-formal education is run by several different 
ministries. The LKP, SKB, and BLK fall within MoM’s 
portfolio, while Pesantren falls into Ministry of Religious 
Affairs’ (MoRA) portfolio. 

4.1.2 Policies to improve TVET in Indonesia 

Understanding the need to improve the quality of its 
vocational education, especially with the seemingly 
inevitable shift to Industry 4.0, which demands highly 
skilled labours, the Indonesian government has been 
trying to revive vocational education and training 
especially through the development of more SMKs 
and BLKs. The government plans to revive up to 14,000 
SMK schools and open another 2,000-community based 
BLKs.

Despite the focus of vocational training and education 
on preparing graduates who are ready for work, 
challenges remain. Unemployment among diploma 
graduates (Diploma I, II, and III) is among the lowest. 
The same cannot be said about SMK graduates, where 
unemployment is the highest compared to all education 
levels. This is caused by a poor match between the skills 
of SMK graduates with the skills needed by businesses. 
Furthermore, Indonesia’s vocational education system 
is by far too focused on service-based education. The 
SMKs do not provide competency certification, which is 
useful to demonstrate the skills of vocational graduates 
to the industrial world. 
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Table 8 Unemployment rate by highest education 
attainment, 2015-2019

2015 2016 20182017 2019

SD

SMP

SMA

SMK

Diploma

Bachelor

2.7%

6.2%

10.3%

12.6%

7.5%

6.4%

2.6%

5.5%

8.2%

11.4%

6.8%

5.1%

2.8%

5.7%

8.7%

11.1%

6%

4.8%

2.4%

4.8%

7.9%

11.2%

6.0%

5.8%

2.4%

4.7%

7.9%

10.4%

5.9%

5.6%

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik. 2019. Berita Resmi Statistik: Keadaan 
Ketenagakerjaan Indonesia Agustus 2019. p. 2.

The government has come up with a plan to revitalize 
the vocational education in Indonesia in 2016. 
Revitalization of vocational education (see appendix 
1) is expected to change the paradigm of vocational 
education from merely producing graduates, to become 
more responsive to the needs of the business world 
and industry. The program also encourages better 
coordination between ministries and regional heads 
to specifically enhance cooperation with the business 
world and industry. That way vocational students and 
teachers would be able to access more on-job trainings 
and internships. Although the Presidential Instruction 
specifically uses the term SMK, the MoEC also includes 
High Schools for Students with Disabilities (SMA Luar 
Biasa) and courses and training as part of vocational 
education.

The GoI’s plan to revitalize vocational education is 
focused on 3 institutions, SMK and Polytechnics for 
formal education, and BLKs for non-formal education. 
Below is an overview of what the government plans to 
do to revive vocational education:

1. BLK revitalization. 

 Revitalization of the current BLKs and open another 
2,000 community based BLK across Indonesia. In 
2019, only 277 BLKs were considered good out of 
303 BLKs in total while the rest were considered 
underdeveloped (Malik et al, 2019). 

2. SMK revitalization. 

 Revitalization of 14,000 SMKs throughout Indonesia 
until 2024. From the period of 2018 to 2020, it is 
expected that 1,150 SMKs will have been revitalized. 

3. Polytechnics revitalization. 

 Revitalization of 43 state polytechnics to support 
Indonesia’s 14 economic corridors and polytechnics 
lecturers’ professional development.

The revitalization of the country’s vocational education 
and training is expected to increase the number of 
skilled workers to meet the demand of skilled workforce 
from various industries. In 2024, GoI expects to produce 
3.8 million TVET graduates, an increase of 2.4 million 
graduates from 2019. This increase in the number of 
graduates would be very important, because for the 
ICT sector alone, it is estimated that Indonesia might 
experience a shortage of around 9 million ICT-skilled 
workers from 2015 to 2030 (The World Bank, 2018).  

4.2 ICT in Indonesia’s TVET

4.2.1 ICT in Indonesia’s Formal TVET

ICT programs are among the most popular among 
vocational students. Almost a quarter of SMK students 
go for ICT program.

As of 2019, Indonesia had more than 14,000 SMKs and 
more than 10,000 institutions of higher learning offering 
vocation education and training. SMKs produced more 
than 1.4 million graduates from different disciplines, 
while its higher education counterparts produced more 
than 340,000 graduates. 

Table 9 Target of technical vocational education 
and training graduates to enter the job market, 
2019-2024

2019 2020 20222021 2023 2024

Middle 
and high-
skilled 
workers 
(%)

Secondary 
to higher 
educated 
labour 
force (%)

Number 
of TVET 
graduates 
(million)

Number of 
competen-
cy certified 
TVET 
graduates 
(million)

41 
 
 
 

43 
 
 
 

1.4 
 
 

1

45 
 
 
 

46.7 
 
 
 

3.2 
 
 

2.2

43 
 
 
 

45 
 
 
 

3 
 
 

2

46.5 
 
 
 

48.5 
 
 
 

3.4 
 
 

2.4

48 
 
 
 

50 
 
 
 

3.6 
 
 

2.6

50 
 
 
 

52.1 
 
 
 

3.8 
 
 

2.8

Source: Deputi Bidang Kependudukan dan Ketenagakerjaan. 2019. 
Kebijakan Pendidikan dan Pelatihan Vokasi 2020-2024.

Target
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Table 10 Overview of SMK Graduates, 2016-2019

Number 
of SMK

Male Female

2016-2017 13.236 732.238 552.940

2017-2018 13.710 729.095 571.426

2018-2019 14.064 824.959 647.044

Source:(Kemdikbud, 2016), (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2017) & (Badan Pusat 
Statistik, 2018)

Table 11 Number of schools and graduates of 
Sekolah Tinggi, Polytechnic and Diploma, 2018

Number of 
schools

Sekolah Tinggi 2,525 266,082

Polytechnics 1,967 75,200

Diploma I-IV  5,737 227,799

Source: (PPDIKTI Kemdikbud, 2018)

Number of 
graduates

In 2018, there were more than 5 million SMK students 
in Indonesia, more than 1.1 million of which were 
students majoring in ICT, making up around 23% of 
all SMK students. Overall, ICT programs are the third 
most popular among SMK students, trailing only to 
technology and engineering (33%) and management 

Table 12 The number of ICT, engineering & business 
majors for each diploma level

EngineeringICT Business

I 7 33 5

II 10 75 11

III 112 769 109

IV 16 142 64

Source: Dikti, 2018 

Diploma 
level

& business (25%). These three majors contribute to 
around 80% of Indonesia’s SMK students. Additionally, 
with almost 8,000 schools, ICT programs are offered in 
the highest number of SMKs followed by technology & 
engineering and management & business.

For higher education institutions, ICT programs 
are offered by Sekolah Tinggi, Polytechnics, and 
universities. With 112 majors, Diploma III programs 
offer the highest number of ICT majors compared 
to other diploma levels. This is not surprising since 
Diploma III is by far also the most popular diploma 
program in Indonesia. Unfortunately, the number of 
higher education institutions offering vocational ICT 
programs and the number ICT graduates from these 
institutions are not available. 

Table 13 Total of SMK based on competency, 2018

Competencies Schools Schools

Public Public
Total 
SMK

Total 
studentsPrivat Privat

Technology & engineering 2,051 4,535 6,586 742,290 914,914 1,657,204

Management & business 1,539 4,877 6,416 455,951 795,152 1,251,103

ICT  2,260 5,697 7,957 439,440 694,737 1,134,177

Tourism  849 1,334 2,183 228,620 150,173 378,793

Agribusiness & agrotechnology 1,411 708 2,119 184,685 44,608 229,293

Health & social work  394 2,737 3,131 29,627 181,092 210,719

Maritime  908 441 1,349 58,034 21,701 79,735

Creative industry & art  755 760 1,515 52,721 18,236 70,957

Energy & mining  92 54 146 5,823 2,486 8,309

Source: (DITPSMK), 2018 
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4.2.2 ICT in Indonesia’s Non formal TVET

In non-formal TVET, ICT training is provided by several 
different types of institutions, from LKPs, BLKs, LPKSs, 
Pondok Pesantren, and company training centres. See 
table 14: 

5 The number did not include BLK from community.

Table 14 The number of non-formal TVET in 2019

Non formal institutions Number

MoEC LKPs 19,643

MoM BLKs 3505 

 LPKS 4,459

 Pesantren BLKs 1,113

 Company training centres 10

Total  25,575

Source: Malik, Abdul, Thia Jasmina, and Tauhid Ahmad, Chapeau Paper, 
Indonesia Technical and Vocational Education and Training (2019).

Leading 
Ministry

Lembaga Kursus dan Pelatihan (LKP), Lembaga 
Pelatihan Kerja Swasta (LKPS), and Pondok 
Pesantren

As of 2019, Indonesia has more than 25,000 non-
formal institutions. Lembaga Kursus dan Pelatihan 
(LKPs) making up the biggest part of these non-formal 
institutions with 19,643 institutions, followed by 4,459 
Lembaga Pelatihan Kerja Swasta (LPKSs) or private 
skill training providers nationally. These private skill 
training and course providers are fluid, changing 
course/training programs relatively rapidly, market 
driven, and even at the institution entities level come 
and go relatively easily. Additionally, there are 1,113 
pesantrens and 10 company training centres providing 
non-formal vocational education. 

Data on the exact number of trainees in these 
institutions is not available. It is estimated that LKPs 
train as many as 3 million trainees every year, although 
it is not clear how many of these are trained in IT- or 
non-IT-related programs (Malik, 2019). 

Fortunately, data on the number of courses provided by 
these private training providers is available. Computer 
courses are the most offered courses by training 
providers with 5,619 courses, followed by English 
(4,336) and Sewing (3,080). However, it is not known 
exactly why computer courses are the most popular 
among training providers.

Figure 4 Courses offered by private skills 
training providers

Source: Skajerlund, Gorm, and Theo Van Der Loop, TNP2K Working 
Paper, Supply of non-formal training in Indonesia (2015). 

Balai Latihan Kerja (BLK)

BLKs are the most important institutions providing 
TVET from non-formal stream. And, as mentioned 
previously, are aimed at accommodating people from a 
financially disadvantaged background or students who 
did not graduate from school and equip them with skills 
to enable them to get a job. The students can enrol 
for free as long as they pass the recruitment process. 
These BLKs have the capacity to train around 275,000 
students annually. 

The BLKs can be divided into 3 types:

1. Type A (largest training providers located in urban 
areas)

2. Type B (training providers located in smaller urban 
centres)

3. Type C (the smallest training providers located in 
rural areas)

As for the types of training, there are 4 types of trainings 
provided by the BLKs:

1. Institutional training (job training programmes 
which aim to increase the skills of job seekers)

2. Non-institutional training (training programmes for 
people in remote areas organised through Mobile 
Training Units)

3. Apprenticeship programmes

4. Demand-based trainings (trainings based on the 
demand of industries)

There are in total 305 BLKs in Indonesia. MoM is 
directly responsible for 19 BLKs: 5 main BLKs which 
are also known as Balai Besar Pengembangan dan 
Pelatihan Kerja (BBPLK) or Major Work Training and 

5,619Computer

4,336Engllish

3,080Sewing

1,807Hairdressing
1,668Tutoring

1,596Bridal preparation

886Skin care

555Automotive
476Driver

6,401Other
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Development Centres and 14 other BLKs.6 The rest of 
the BLKs are managed by the provincial governments 
through provincial Department of Manpower and 
Transmigration. 

The curriculum in these 5 main BLKs is formulated 

Table 15 List of competencies of 5 BBPLKs

Core CompetenciesList BBPLK

BBPLK Bekasi

BBPLK Bandung

BBPLK Serang

BBPLK Medan

BBPLK Semarang

ICT and electronics

Manufacture and automotive

Welding and electrical engineering

Tourism and construction

Fashion technology/garment 
apparel and business & 
management

Source: BBPLK Bekasi

Table 16 BLKs that are part of GoI’s revitalization program and provide ICT training

ICT Training Program

Course Sub-course

BLK Name

BLK NTB Province 

BLK DIY Province 
 

BLK Surakarta City

BLK Wonosobo District

BLK Purworejo District

PPKD Central Jakarta City

PPKD South Jakarta City

Business administration

Computer 
 

Computer operator (Basic Office)

Web programmer

Technical support

Graphic design

Digital animator 3D

Business & information technology

Technical support

Graphic design

Audio video editing

Computer technique

Computer operator

Computer technique

Computer operator

Graphic design

Computer, computer network, office tools

Lotus, base Interactive 8, basic and advanced 
Microsoft Office, accounting computer, 
technician & computer installation.

Source: The World Bank, Preparing ICT Skills for Digital Economy: Indonesia within ASEAN context. 

6 These 14 BLKs are BLK Aceh, BLK Padang, BLK Surakarta, BLK 
Samarinda, BLK Makassar, BLK Ternate, BLK Ambon, BLK Kendari, 
BLK Sorong, BLK Lombok Timur, BLK Bantaeng, BLK Lembang, BLK 
Sidoarjo, and BLK Banyuwangi.

with the local government and is aimed at meeting the 
specific needs of each area. The 5 BBPLKs are meant as 
national centre of excellence for their respective core 
competencies. As a result, these BBPLKs are used as 
the reference points for their respective discipline by 
the regular BLKs. These BBPLKs are located in Bekasi, 
Bandung, Serang, Medan, and Semarang.

The number of BLK participants has been increasing 
throughout the years. From 62,073 trainees in 2014, 
the number grew to 149,087 trainees in 2018 (Kata 
Data, 2019). In addition to BBPLK Bekasi as the centre 
of ICT excellence amongst the BLKS, there are also 
other BLKs which provide ICT training and education. 
Table 16 shows the BBPLKs that are part of GoI’s BLK 
revitalization and also have ICT training programs.
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4.3 BBPLK Bekasi

4.3.1 General overview of BBPLK Bekasi

BBPLK Bekasi was founded in 1985 as a result of 
cooperation between Indonesian and Japanese 
governments as part of an effort to develop human 
resource quality in the ASEAN region. This institution 
was originally called Centre for Vocational and Extension 
Service Training (CEVEST) in 1985 and it changed its 
name to what is known today in 2017. 

As the centre of excellence for ICT training and education 
among the BLKs, BBPLK Bekasi’s ICT curriculum is the 
most comprehensive among other BLKs. The details 
can be found in the appendix. BBPLK Bekasi is also in 
charge as the foster organization for provincial BLKs 
and community based BLKs. Across its modules, BBPLK 
Bekasi is projected to have around 6,000 students per 
year, making ICT the largest program in BBPLK Bekasi. 

BBPLK Bekasi cooperates with private companies. 
The involvement of these private companies with 
BBPLK Bekasi goes from financing, training planning, 
internships, certification, and work placement. As 
of 2019, BBPLK Bekasi has worked together with 
78 companies. More information regarding BBPLK 
cooperation with companies will be discussed in the 
next part. 

4.3.2 Recruitment and selection process in 
BBPLK Bekasi

Since 2018, the recruitment process of BBPLK Bekasi 
has gradually shifted from offline to an online process, 
although the offline channel is still accessible in some 
provinces, where the registration and selection process 
is primarily done at the provincial BLK. See figure 5 for 
the recruitment and selection process in BBPLK Bekasi:

As of the 3rd quarter 2020, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
all recruitment processes, from administration 
submission to tests and interviews, are done online. 
Below are the criteria to be a student for ICT programs 
at BBPLK Bekasi:

1. Gender      : Male/female.

2. Age       : Minimum 17 years old.

3. Education      : Varies, depends on curriculum.

4. Health      : Mentally and physically healthy.

5. Specific criteria : Some curriculum may not accept 
colour blind people.

There is no need of having prior education in ICT or 
experience in ICT-related jobs for candidates to apply 
for ICT training at BBPLK Bekasi. However, educational 
background requirement really depends on each 
training. Some trainings do not have specific criteria 
for educational background, while other training, 
namely Junior/Intermediate Graphic Designer, requires 
minimum SMA/SMK or equal as one of the recruitment 
terms. 

Also, trainings that specifically need colouring, such 
as 3D Modeller Artist, Movie Animator, Junior or 
Intermediate Graphic Design, Cinematography, etc, 
include not colour blind as their specific criteria.

4.3.3 BBPLK Bekasi’s ICT training

In general, around 2 in 5 of graduates who participated 
in the online survey consider their training at BBPLK 
Bekasi helpful for them to get a job. Among many good 
aspects of BBPLK Bekasi, graduates find the soft skills 
(71%) and hard skills (60%) that they learned at BBPLK 
Bekasi were the best aspects of their training. Overall, 

around one third of the graduates 
feel that there are no difficulties (36%) 
during their training at BBPLK Bekasi. 

However, a third of graduates (32%) 
feel that the course was too short. 
And to a lesser degree graduates also 
find the training material sometimes 
difficult to follow or the lessons were 
repetitive.

Figure 5 Recruitment and selection process in BBPLK Bekasi

Source: BBPLK Bekasi

· Written test
· Interview

·  Upload the relevant 
documents (scanned ID 
(KTP), scanned diplomas, 
and a self-photo (3x4))

·  Fill the re-registration form
·  A letter of statement from 

your respective institution

·  Online registration via https://blkbekasi_
kemnaker.go.id/pelatihan/boarding

·  Select a major and desired class
·  Upload relevant documents (scanned 

diploma)

Written & Interview 
Selection Process

Re-registration 
process
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Program: Soft skills

In the first week of training, BBPLK Bekasi students are 
taught about soft skills, which include how to make a 
Curriculum Vitae (CV), cover letter, and tips on public 
speaking as well as on job interview. Training for soft 
skills is based on the following 7 separate topics:7

1. Using your self-image to achieve success.

2. Discipline to improve work ethics.

3. Applying sisih, susun, sasap, sosoh, and suluh8  in 
workplace.

4. Implementing equal rights for women and men 
workers in workplace. 

5. Improve the quality of professional appearance & 
attitude. 

6. Preparation for job application and interview. 

7. Managing personal finances. 

Each topic is taught for 45 minutes from Monday to 
Friday and conducted in joint classes (one instructor 
teaches up to 5 classes or more at the same time). 
Although, since 2020 the total hours were decreased 
by half. For this subject, BBPLK Bekasi invites industry 
players for teaching the material. 

Based on survey results, graduates in general perceive 
soft skills as important to help them get a job. Soft skills 
training by BBPLK Bekasi is deemed sufficient, but more 
can be added or improved, such as an English course 
(36%), learning how to do an interview (16%) and how 
to make a CV (15%). See figure 7.

7 Based on IDI with BBPLK Bekasi official
8 The 5S are implementation of Japanese culture, which are: Seiri 

(Susuh), Seiton (Susun), Seiso (Sasap), Seiketsu (Sosoh), and Shitsuke 
(Suluh), to create and maintain an orderly, clean, safe, and high-
performance workplace. 

Figure 6 Difficulties at BBPLK Bekasi
base: all, n=253

Q32. Overall, what were the difficulties that you experienced during 
your training at BBPLK Bekasi? (Source: BOI Research, online 
survey with BBPLK Bekasi graduates)

32%Courses are to short

19%Material is difficult to follow

12%Repetitive lessons

10%Environmental is not ideal
8%The courses are to simple

8%Instructors cannot teach well

4%Courses are to long

4%Lessons are not interesting
15%Other

36%No difficulties

However, preparing for job applications and interviews 
(see point 6) can be different from one industry/sector 
to another. For example, a portfolio for programming-
related positions like web programming, mobile 
programming, etc. will differ from the portfolio 
requirements for those in the creative industry like 
graphic designer, motion graphic arts, movie animator, 
etc. IDIs with representatives from SMEs in different 
sectors show that the skills needed for each sector 
differs from one to another, see also chapter 5. This is 
also something that BBPLK Bekasi can improve upon 
to strengthen their students’ soft skills, especially for 
preparing a job. 

Figure 7 Other training needed
base: all, n=253

Q39. What other type of training or support, not currently provided by 
BBPLK Bekasi, will be most useful in helping you get a job? (Source: 
BOI Research, online survey with BBPLK Bekasi graduates)

English course

Learning hot to do an 
interview

Learning how to make a CV

Learning how to make a good 
motivational letter

Others

16%

6%

10%

17%I don’t know

36%

15%

Program: Hard skills

Each program consists of different modules that 
students can select based on their interest (see 
Appendix 2).  BBPLK’s ICT program has various modules, 
from warehousing, computing, web programming, to 
internet and digital marketing. Once accepted at the ICT 
program of their choice, each student will immediately 
study their module specialization. 

Based on interviews with BBPLK Bekasi graduates, 
there seems to be a great deal of variety in terms of 
the duration of training in programs at BBPLK Bekasi. 
Most programs last over the course of 3 months, while 
others like animation lasts longer, thanks to its project 
assignments which are an integral part of the program. 

As seen in the table 17, there is only one level of training 
for each training, except one or two trainings that have 
level like Junior and Intermediate Graphic Designer 
(see curriculum in 2019). The lack of different levels 
for each training has caused situations where students 
with prior know-how about the subject have to wait for 
others who have not had any exposure to the training 
until they can catch up with the materials. This creates 
a class with two speeds. Graduates suggest for future 
improvement of BBPLK Bekasi, the classes should be 
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divided into several groups based on their mastery of 
the topics. For example, programming classes can be 
divided into beginner and advanced. This way those 
students in advanced classes can continue where they 
left off without having to wait for those who have not 
had any experience to catch up.

According to BBPLK representatives, BBPLK Bekasi 
has taken steps to review their training. Firstly, BBPLK 
Bekasi invites companies through a forum to discuss 
the skills needed by the industry each year. Secondly, 
BBPLK Bekasi also has taken into account the most 
popular training chosen by applicants. The three most 
popular trainings by far are Movie Animator, Internet 
Marketing, and IT Software Solution for Business. These 
insights will be used to analyse BBPLK Bekasi’s training, 
and to update the content of the training as well as the 
software or tools used in the training to fit the market 
demands. Sometimes the insight from the stakeholders 
also leads to cancellation of some of the trainings. 

In line with this, one report from the International 
Labour Organization assesses the relevance of BBPLK 
Bekasi ICT modules with the skills demanded in 
ICT sector job vacancies. Modules with the greatest 
applicability are as follows: IT Software Solutions 
for Business (applicable to 53% of job vacancies), 
Client Server Programming (50% of job vacancies), 
Web Developer (48%), Professional Network (42%), 
Cloud Computing (42%), Mobile Programming (36%), 
and Graphic Designer (32%) (Wiryasti, Gunawan, & 
Muhamad, 2020). 

On-the-Job Training (OJT)

According to BBPLK Bekasi officials, the OJT program 
used to be mandatory for all training programs. 
Students also used to get the opportunity to do 
projects at a company or an association in cooperation 
with BBPLK Bekasi. However, only selected students 
could participate in the OJT. The OJT itself was usually 
conducted after students finished their training in 
BBPLK Bekasi. 

According to BBPLK Bekasi graduates, most programs 
did not provide the option whether to do OJT or not.  
Instead, the most common phenomenon was for the 
programs to choose certain students, usually those 
considered to be the best-performing ones, to do OJT 
at companies. As a result, opportunity to do OJT was still 
limited to a small number of students.

While only a handful of graduates (17%) actually had 
participated in an OJT during their training at BBPLK 
Bekasi, most graduates perceived OJT as (very) useful 
because they would get the opportunity to practice 
something new and it would help their future career. 
Among those who had done OJT, the OJT on average 
lasted 3.1 months, which most graduates considered as 
adequate. 

Overall, OJT was generally perceived as important 
because of the opportunity that it provided to practice 
skills (59%). Among those in the Movie Animator 
curriculum, graduates believed OJT can help them 

Table 17 Modules for ICT program

2020 20212019

Junior Graphic Designer

Network Professional

Brand Development

Cinematography

Content Development

Warehouse Crew Development

Internet Marketing

Computing Operator Assistant

Junior Computing Operator 

Digital Marketing

Computer Assembly

Operator Basic Office

Intermediate Graphic Designer

3D Modeller Artist

Junior Graphic Designer

Network Professional

Motion Graphic Artist

Mobile Programming

IT Software Solution for Business

Junior Graphic Designer

Network Professional

Motion Graphic Artist

Mobile Programming

IT Software Solution for Business

Warehouse Development

Internet Marketing

Movie Animator

Web Programming

IT Security Management Staff

Multimedia

Source: BBPLK Bekasi
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to be more adept at the latest or generally used 
software/tools. Due to the paid software or more savvy 
technologies, not many of them had the facility to 
exercise on their own. Despite its perceived benefits, 
OJT was generally not seen as very useful for the 
graduates to get a job. See figure 8:

Figure 8 Most useful aspect of BBPLK Bekasi
base: employed, n=124

Q26. Which of the following aspects provided by BBPLK Bekasi were the 
most useful to help you get a job? (Source: BOI Research, online 
survey with BBPLK Bekasi graduates)

Certificate

Soft skills

Hard skills

Job fair

Others

OJT

27%

22%

38%

2%

0%
3%

9%None

During the OJT, BBPLK Bekasi would carry out a direct 
monitoring process at the OJT location. However, not all 
participants would be visited or monitored directly. This 
is also in line with the IDI results in which graduates 
who previously participated in the OJT confirmed by 
some that no monitoring process was done by BBPLK 
Bekasi at that time. From the BBPLK Bekasi’s side, it was 
unable to monitor everyone due to the large number 
of OJT participants. BBPLK Bekasi therefore also 
encouraged OJT participants to send data regarding 
their OJT status. Hence the monitoring process came 
from both sides, not only BBPLK Bekasi alone. However, 
this is admittedly still not highly effective due to the lack 
of participants’ involvement.

4.3.4 BBPLK Bekasi’s job placement strategy

As mentioned previously, BBPLK Bekasi has partnerships 
as well as MoUs with numerous companies in different 
industries, especially in the Jabodetabek area. From 
the students’ side, most of the graduates were aware 
that BBPLK Bekasi has partnerships with companies. 
However, only a few of them (9%) had ever contacted 
these companies to apply for a job or talk about career 
possibilities. Graduates were also aware about the job 
events regularly held by BBPLK Bekasi and in general 
give a positive response. This was mainly because 
these events provide a chance to apply to job openings 
available (36%) and help the graduates to understand 
what needed to be done to get into a company (30%). 

Graduates below 21 years in particular thought of these 
job events as beneficial by giving them an understanding 

of what needed to be done to get into a company 
(41%). This was much less the case for higher education 
graduates, who seemed to already have a better grasp 
of this matter. Overall, the job events held by BBPLK 
Bekasi were sufficient, although graduates expected 
BBPLK Bekasi to invite more companies to attend and 
to provide more information of job vacancies related to 
their program. At least 1 out of 3 of the students felt 
that the job events gave them an understanding of 
what needed to be done to get into a company.

Although graduates were generally aware of these 
partnerships with companies and associations, there is 
still room for improvement for BBPLK Bekasi. Based on 
IDIs, graduates were still unsure about their planning 
for future careers after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi, 
especially during the job searching process. Perhaps 
the most telling from interviews with the graduates 
was the lack of guidance provided by BBPLK Bekasi 
after finishing their training there. There was a lack of 
guidance from BBPLK Bekasi to its graduates on where 
to apply or how to apply.

This was less of a problem for graduates with university 
(bachelor’s or diploma) background. These graduates 
usually already possessed some knowledge on what 
kind of jobs they wanted to get after graduating from 
BBPLK, as well as where and how they should apply 
for these positions. One interviewee with a university 
degree had already got a job before he graduated from 
BBPLK Bekasi. 

But others with no university degree, faced more 
struggles in this regard. As a result, although they had 
skills and certificate from BBPLK, they still struggled to 
land the ICT-related jobs that they wanted. Eventually, 
they would apply to positions that did not necessarily 
require ICT skills. Administrative jobs as well as jobs as 
waiter were particularly popular among the graduates.

Better guidance from BBPLK Bekasi will definitely help 
their graduates. According to them, their job search 
process will be easier if there are clear directions from 
BBPLK Bekasi regarding next steps after graduation. 
For example, by connecting these graduates with an 
alumni network in the industry, conduct additional 
interview training, etc. 

4.3.5 Graduates’ journey in getting a job

In general, graduates saw BBPLK Bekasi as an 
institution that would help them to improve their skills 
and knowledge that could be used to get a job. Based 
on the survey results, a large majority (79%) of the 
graduates immediately looked for a job after finishing 
their training at BBPLK Bekasi. There was no difference 
at all between female and male graduates in their 
intention of looking for a job after graduation (both 
79%). Graduates who did not immediately look for a job 
(16%), were usually still enrolled at a university (28%) or 
they already had a job (25%). 
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Not only did a vast majority of graduates look for a 
job immediately after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi, 
more importantly they looked for jobs that are related 
to IT. Jobs in computer hardware technique (34%) and 
graphic design (27%) were the most sought-after jobs 
among BBPLK Bekasi IT graduates. Jobs in computer 
hardware technique were particularly popular among 
graduates with SMK background. 

In terms of gender, some disparities still existed. 
Female graduates appeared particularly less interested 
in technical occupations, like computer hardware 
technique (19%) compared to male graduates (41%). 
On the other hand, female graduates gravitated more 
towards Administration jobs (22%) compared to their 
male counterparts (7%). See table below for the details 
for type of jobs based on gender and education level: 

Table 18 Type of jobs graduate look for
base: start looking for a job after graduation, n=206

Competencies
Gender Education Level

Total SMAFemale Diploma/
BachelorMale SMK

Computer hardware  34% 41% 19% 31% 43% 25%

Graphical design   27% 26% 29% 24% 27% 29%

Digital marketing  17% 16% 18% 22% 12% 18%

Content development  14% 13% 15% 18% 9% 17%

Admin  12% 7% 22% 2% 10% 21%

Operator  10% 10% 10% 11% 13% 6%

Scripting  8% 7% 9% 9% 9% 6%

IT-related   6% 8% 3% 7% 4% 8%

Anything  5% 5% 4% 4% 6% 4%

Web developer  4% 6% 0% 4% 4% 3%

Animator  2% 2% 3% 2% 3% 1%

Teacher  2% 1% 4% 0% 1% 4%

Back office  1% 1% 1% 0% 2% 1%

Others  24% 21% 29% 18% 24% 28%

Q16. What kind of job were you looking for? (Source: BOI Research, online survey with BBPLK Bekasi graduates)

In trying to get a job, graduates who participated in the 
survey put an emphasis on jobs that fit their interest 
(53%), followed by offering the right salary (50%), and 
fit with their education background (46%). Looking 
back at the reasons of these graduates in choosing a 
certain program at BBPLK Bekasi and their intention to 
immediately look for an IT-related jobs after graduation, 
it can be concluded that when enrolling in BBPLK 
Bekasi, these graduates already had IT-related jobs in 
mind. This is also in line with IDI findings, in which it 
is found that these graduates were applying for their 

program to enhance their skills in order to get a job in 
that sector. 

Disparities also exist in the type of job that these 
graduates aspire to have and what they actually apply. 
As mentioned previously, most graduates wanted to 
work in line with what they studied in BBPLK Bekasi. 
This was also the case with graduates that were 
interviewed in the IDI. They wanted to work as a movie 
animator and graphic designer as a continuation with 
what they had learned in BBPLK Bekasi. However, from 
the BBPLK Bekasi graduates’ point of view, many of 
these ICT-related job vacancies required a bachelor’s 
degree or higher for the educational background as 
well as several years of experience.

This high education requirement discouraged them to 
continue to apply for ICT-related positions, for instance 
movie animator and graphic designer positions. As 
a result, they decided to look for and apply to jobs 
that matched their formal educational background. 
From the IDI, graduates generally applied for an 
administration jobs, customer service, call centre, and 
receptionist positions. However, SMEs do not reject 
applicants without a bachelor’s degree as long as 
the applicants have the skill and can demonstrate it 
through a portfolio. Therefore, it is important for BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates who aspire to work in ICT-related jobs 
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to prepare a portfolio. See sub-chapter 5.4 for further 
explanation on the expectation of the SMEs and the 
hiring process. 

Furthermore, graduates used Jobstreet, Facebook 
group, Instagram, and Loker.id as their main platforms 
to look for a job. When asked why they did not use 
LinkedIn to look for a job, graduates perceived jobs 
posted in this platform required a much higher 
qualification (a bachelor’s degree and with specific 
major as well as experience) and more excellent 
portfolio for the applicants. Meanwhile, Jobstreet was 
perceived to be more suited for their qualification. 

BBPLK Bekasi needs to improve their job placement 
strategies to increase the employment rate of its 
graduates. Currently, only half of the graduates (51%) 
got a job soon after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi, 
where there was no statistically significant difference 
of employment rate for female (42%) and male (55%) 
graduates. Among those who did got a job, the time 
it takes to get a job is relatively short. On average it 
took the graduates only 2.1 months to get a job. 69% 
of them ended up working full-time, and the other 17% 
and 14% ended up working part-time and freelance 
respectively (BOI Research, online survey with BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates).

Table 19 Challenges when looking for a job
base: start looking for a job, n=206

Competencies

GenderAge Education Level

Total SMAFemale Diploma/
Bachelor

<= 20 
years old

<= 20 
years old

>= 26 
years old Male SMK

Education does not 50% 66% 46% 38% 51% 49% 76% 58% 25% 
match requirements

Not many jobs available 49% 54% 52% 38% 54% 40% 47% 56% 42%

Jobs required several 40% 38% 36% 48% 40% 40% 36% 28% 57% 
years of experience

Job’s location was too 28% 31% 29% 23% 21% 43% 29% 26% 31% 
far away

Skills not sufficient with  27% 18% 28% 37% 25% 32% 20% 22% 38% 
the job requirements 

Not enough jobs available 20% 20% 19% 21% 24% 12% 11% 24% 21% 
at big companies

Others  9% 5% 7% 17% 9% 7% 4% 10% 10%

None   4% 0% 9% 2% 4% 6% 0% 3% 8%

Q18. What were the challenges that you experienced when you started to look for a job? (Source: BOI Research, online survey with BBPLK Bekasi 
graduates)

As previously stated, the biggest challenge for 
graduates when looking for a job was that the job’s 
requirement did not meet the graduates’ educational 
background. Although from the survey it was not clear 
if this means for example that the graduates’ education 

level was too low, or the jobs required candidates from 
a different major. From the desk research, it can be 
concluded that many IT-related jobs often required a 
bachelor’s degree. The IDI results also narrow down 
the mismatch of the educational background, in which 
graduates felt that ICT-specific or related jobs required 
higher education level (a bachelor’s degree or above) 
and at the same time with the same major or program. 
As many of BBPLK Bekasi graduates do not have a 
bachelor’s degree, it becomes the main hurdle for 
them to get a job, and for BBPLK Bekasi to place these 
graduates in their industry partners. 

As seen in the Table 19, graduates with a higher 
educational background are more aware with the 
limitations of their skill set and experience, which 
they felt is even for them sometimes inadequate for 
the job requirements (38%). A problem that was less 
pronounced among graduates from SMA and SMK (20% 
and 22% respectively). Additionally, there were gender 
differences with female graduates mentioning that the 
job’s location was too far (43%) as a challenge, while 
this is much less of a concern for male graduates (21%). 
In fact, for female graduates, the jobs’ location being 
too far away was the second most important challenge 
that they faced when applying for a job. On the other 
hand, male graduates found a lack of jobs available 

in big companies a bigger challenge (24%) than their 
female counterparts (12%).

When applying for a job, challenges that graduates 
met were mostly because of external reasons. These 
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external reasons included no reply to their application 
(58%) and no explanation from the companies on why 
their application was rejected (49%). 

Additionally, when applying for a job, graduates 
who participated in the IDI usually prepared many 
documents in order to submit their application, namely 
CV, cover letter, Police Certificate of Good Conduct 
(SKCK), identification card, family register, certificate 
of national examination result (SKHUN), graduation 
certificate, Kartu Kuning , health certificate, and other 
certificates. In preparing these documents, graduates 
often encountered problems due to the relatively slow 
process in getting these documents from relevant 
parties.

In a job interview, the lack of confidence (24%) was 
considered as the top hurdle for graduates. So, although 
soft skills were the second most useful aspect from the 
graduates’ training at BBPLK Bekasi, at the same time, 
lack of confidence during interviews remained an issue. 
This shows that despite the benefits that the graduates 
received during their time at BBPLK Bekasi, there is still 
room for improvement especially in specific soft skills 
like doing job interviews.

The survey also shows that several graduates have 
different hopes than the actual job descriptions 
(19%). Graduates below 21 years old (29%) and female 
graduates (28%) encountered this problem more often 
than other groups. This, however, was not a major 
problem for higher education graduates (11%). This 
challenge can be addressed by providing training on 

Table 20 Challenges in job interview
base: start looking for a job, n=206

Age

<= 20Total >= 2621 - 25

Lack of confidence 24% 22% 27% 21%

Different job description 19% 29% 15% 
than hoped for 13%

It is conducted in English  18% 11% 20% 23%

Did not know how to  16% 15% 16% 17% 
present myself

Salaries were too low 15% 12% 10% 25%

People at the interview 12% 22% 10% 2% 
were not friendly

The job did not seem 2% 3% 3% 0% 
interesting anymore

Others 6% 3% 8% 6%

No challenges 19% 11% 22% 25%

Did not get invited 21% 29% 17% 19%

Q18. What were the challenges that you experienced when you were 
invited for an interview? (max. 3) (Source: BOI Research, online 
survey with BBPLK Bekasi graduates)

the definitions/ meaning of the common terms used 
by companies in their job description. This would help 
graduates to apply for jobs that fit their skills and 
interest. See table 20.

The graduates were split when it came to the 
usefulness of BBPLK and BNSP certificates for their job 
applications. For the first job and, where applicable, 
the current job, around 40% of the graduates thought 
that the certificates were useful in getting a job, 
while another 40% thought that the certificates were 
not useful. Those who saw the certificates useful 
mentioned that the certificates gave an added value 
in their job applications, on top of the skills that they 
already possess. 

Graduates also found it helpful for their job application 
process because BNSP certificates were accredited, 
and many people were already aware and approved of 
BLK graduates. On the other hand, those who did not 
consider the certificates useful felt that the certificates 
did not have much impact in their job applications. 

The relatively low score for the usefulness of BBPLK 
and BNSP certificates might be partially caused by the 
fact that some graduates actually had not received 
their certificates yet. During the online survey, some 
graduates asked when they would get the certificate. 
Hence, from the time they graduated until they began 
their job search, graduates who had not yet received 
their certificate were not be able to include it in their 
job application.
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ICT and 
Indonesia’s Small 
and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs)

5.
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This chapter seeks to define SMEs 
used in this research. Afterwards, 
it explains the current situation 
of SMEs in Indonesia, their role in 
Indonesian economy, and how the 
growth of e-commerce in Indonesia 
has also boosted SMEs’ growth. 

 

5.1 Definition of SME
The definition of SMEs varies widely between countries 
which makes for a difficult comparison. In this report, 
the definition of GoI and BPS is based on the definition 
on either annual turnover or total assets that are used. 

5.1.1 Comparison of different definitions of 
SME

The definition of micro, small, and medium enterprises 
(MSME) vary widely between countries (Vandenberg, 
Chantapacdepong, & Yoshino, 2016). Most countries in 
Asia use a combination of the number of employees and 
assets or turnover in defining these enterprises. In its 
report, Small and Medium-size Enterprises and Decent 
and Productive Employment Creation (2015), ILO used 
the number of employees to define small and medium 
enterprises. Micro enterprises are defined as those 
with max of 10 employees, small enterprises are those 
with 11 to 100 employees, and medium enterprises are 
companies with 101 – 250 employees.

Table 21 Definition of micro, small, and medium 
enterprises ILO (people)

Number of employeesType

Micro enterprises Max 10

Small enterprises 11-100

Medium enterprises 101-250

Source: Small and medium-sized enterprises and decent and productive 
employment creation, International Labour Organization, 
International Labour Conference, 104th session, 2015. 

In Indonesia, on the other hand, the definition of micro, 
small, and medium enterprises use a combination of 
assets and annual turnover. It is important to note 
though that not all government bodies use the same 
definition. BPS, for example, uses a more complex 
definition of SMEs that expands on the definition used 
by the government. In addition to assets and turnover, 
BPS also uses more specific criteria for each sector. So, 
it is possible for a company to have an annual turnover 

of more than Rp 50 billion (technically making it a 
large enterprise based on government definition), but 
because it does not meet the more specific criteria for 
its sector, BPS still classifies it as an SME, albeit one of 
a large size.

Table 22 Definition of micro, small, and medium 
enterprises (million)

Type Asset Turnover

Micro enterprises Max.50 Max. 300

Small enterprises 50 – 500 300 – 2.500

Medium enterprises 500 – 10.000 2.500 – 50.000

Source: UU no 20 Tahun 2008 on UMKM.

5.1.2 Definition of SME in this research

This study will use the definition from the BPS as the 
large majority of government data on SMEs come from 
BPS. In the case where different definitions are used 
because data from BPS in not available, the different 
definitions will be stated. 

Considering the very small size of micro businesses in 
Indonesia with an average number of employees of 1.7 
in 2018 (Departemen Koperasi dan UMKM, 2018), it is 
highly unlikely that these enterprises have the ability 
to hire highly specialized employees to perform ICT-
related work (with the exception of IT freelancers and 
IT-related micro businesses). Even an average small 
enterprise in Indonesia with an average number of 
employees of 7.5 might not be able to afford employees 
specifically to perform ICT-related job. As such, this 
study will mostly focus on Indonesia’s small and 
medium enterprises.

5.2 Overview of SMEs in Indonesia
Contributing 61.1% to the country’s GDP and employing 
more than 117 million people (Kementerian Koperasi 
dan Usaha Kecil dan Menengah, n.d.), SMEs, including 
Micro enterprises, play a pivotal role in Indonesia’s 
economy. Yet, to continue to grow they still face 
challenges in financing and low use of ICT in their 
operation. The biggest SME sectors are trade, food and 
beverages, and manufacturing.  

The large majority of SMEs in Indonesia are categorized 
as micro enterprises, thus companies with an annual 
turnover of Rp 300,000,000 or less. As of 2019, of 
Indonesia’s more than 65 million enterprises, 64.4 
million can be categorized as micro, while the other 869 
thousand were small, medium, and large enterprises 
(Kementerian Koperasi dan Usaha Kecil dan Menengah 
Republik Indonesia).
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10 BPS uses a more complex definition for SME. In addition to the 
definition outlined by the Indonesian government in UU no 20 
Tahun 2008 on UMKM, BPS also uses more specific criteria for each 
sector. The detail of definition used by BPS can be found in Sensus 
Ekonomi 2016, Evaluasi Terhadap Kriteria UMK dan UMB Hasil 
SE06-SS.

11 The number of ICT-related jobs in SME is calculated by using the 
share of ICT-related jobs in Indonesian workforce.

Figure 9 Split between SMEs and medium & 
large enterprises, 2016

Source: Analisa Listing Sensus Ekonomi 2016, Analisa Ketenagakerjaan 
Usaha Mikro, Kecil, dan Menengah, Badan Pusat Statistik
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Table 23 The number micro, small, medium, and large enterprises in Indonesia10

2014 2016 20182015 2017

Micro SME 22,517,968 23,042,634 23,964,656 24,454,206 24,943,757

Small SME 2,034,107 2,118,988 2,272,971 2,353,944 2,434,914

Medium SME 23,989 27,193 26,022 26,966 27,910

Large 321,834 361,171 348,567 360,760 372,974

Total 24,897,898 25,549,986 26,612,216 27,195,876 27,779,527

Source: Analisa Listing Sensus Ekonomi 2016, Analisa Ketenagakerjaan Usaha Mikro, Kecil, dan Menengah, Badan Pusat Statistik.

Table 24 The number of work force employed by SMEs

2014 2016 20182015 2017

Total employees 59,944,030 64,906,472 59,226,885 61,257,681 61,429,826

ICT-related employees11 317,813 344,123 217,507 286,105 455,725

Source: Analisa Listing Sensus Ekonomi 2016, Analisa Ketenagakerjaan Usaha Mikro, Kecil, dan Menengah, Badan Pusat Statistik.

The SME’s presence is important for Indonesian 
economy, not only because their sheer number, but 
also because of their total contribution to the economy. 
It is estimated that SMEs contribute around 61.1% of 
Indonesia’s GDP.

Table 25 Contribution of SMEs to Indonesia’s GDP

57.8%
57.2% 57.1%

60.3% 60.0%

61.1%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Source: Kontribusi UMKM terhadap PDB 2010-2020*, 2020, Lokadata.
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Figure 10 E-tailing and social e-commerce 
in 2017-2022 (billion) 

Source: The Digital Archipelago: How Online Commerce is Driving 
Indonesia’s development
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Enterprises in the trade, food, and manufacturing 
sectors make up the biggest chunk of Indonesia’s 
small and medium enterprises. These two sectors 
make up almost two thirds of all the SMEs operating in 
Indonesia. The trade sector is by far the biggest, making 
up 46% of Indonesia SMEs thanks to millions of mostly 
informal sellers plying their trade everyday all across 
the country. Meanwhile, enterprises in the information 
and communication sector still make up a tiny part of 
SMEs, only 0.2% of all SMEs.

See table 26 for the overview of MSME numbers in 
Indonesia:

Table 26 The number of micros, small, and medium 
enterprises in Indonesia

Micro Small Medium

Wholesale & retail 
trade

Accommodation & food 
services

Manufacturing

Transportation & 
storage

Information & 
communication

Education

Real estate

Other services

Construction

Health services

Mining

Arts & entertainment

Water supply, sewage, 
waste management & 
remediation

Financial & insurance 
activities

Professional, scientific, 
& technical activities

Electricity, gas, steam, 
& AC system

Other services

Total

Source: Analisa Listing Sensus Ekonomi 2016, Analisa Ketenagakerjaan 
Usaha Mikro, Kecil, dan Menengah, Badan Pusat Statistik. 
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977
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5.3 E-commerce and SME growth
The rapid growth in the e-commerce sector is expected 
to have significant impact on the country’s economy. 
This sector is also estimated to support around 26 
million jobs, directly or indirectly, primarily in the 
SMEs. Yet, despite the presence of millions of SMEs 
in e-commerce platforms, overall, the use of digital 
technology among Indonesian SMEs remains low.

5.3.1 Impact of e-commerce growth on ICT

The rapid growth of the ICT sector has also contributed 
to the growth of SMEs in Indonesia. As of 2017, of the 
4.5 million sellers in Indonesia’s e-commerce, the large 
majority were SMEs. Not only that, but the sector also 
supports millions of jobs. By 2022, it is expected that the 
sector would support around 26 million jobs, mostly in 
SMEs.

In the ICT sector, e-commerce has been growing rapidly. 
The e-commerce sector in Indonesia is expected to grow 
eightfold from 2017-2020, from USD 5 billion of formal 
e-commerce spending to USD 40 billion, accompanied 
by an increase in social commerce from USD 3 billion to 
USD 25 billion.

Several factors have contributed to the growth 
of e-commerce in Indonesia, from Indonesian 
consumers’ mobile-first characteristic, digitally savvy 
young consumers, increasing participation of SMEs in 
e-commerce, growing investment in e-commerce, and 
supportive government policies. 

This rapid growth in the e-commerce sector is also 
expected to have significant impact on the country’s 
economy. The e-commerce sector is also estimated to 
support around 26 million jobs, directly or indirectly, 
primarily in the SMEs. Specifically, for SMEs, their 
participation in e-commerce has increased. By 2017, the 
number of sellers in e-commerce platforms reached 4.5 
million sellers. Of these, 99% were microenterprises 
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and more than 50% are online-only businesses with no 
physical store presence. There are several factors that 
have contributed to the increase in Indonesia’s SMEs 
participation in e-commerce, from improving access 
to broadband, rising adoption of online platforms, 
and ownership transition to a younger, more digitally 
friendly generation. 

Yet, despite the presence of millions of SMEs in 
e-commerce platforms, overall, the use of digital 
technology among Indonesian SMEs remains low (BPS, 
2018). This is despite the benefits that technology use 
will bring such as business transformation acceleration, 
improvement in effectiveness and efficiency (Rahmana, 
2009), and expansion of market reach to increase 
market share (Khristianto, 2012). Additionally, among 
the SMEs, there is actually a realization among business 
owners that ICT can help their business. A study 
conducted among SMEs found out that entrepreneurs 
in the SME sector did see the benefits of employing 
digital technology in their businesses (Asia Pacific 
Foundation of Canada, 2018).

Figure 11 Perceived benefits of using 
digital technology

Source: UKM Pemicu Kemajuan Indonesia, Deloitte, 2015

BPS Economic Survey in 2016 shows that many 
Indonesian SMEs have not used digital technology for 
their business,12 especially micro and small enterprises.

Table 27 Usage of computer and internet among 
non-agriculture SMEs, 2016

PercentageType

Computer 6.2

Internet 9.8

Source: Analisa Listing Sensus Ekonomi 2016, Analisa Ketenagakerjaan 
Usaha Mikro, Kecil, dan Menengah, Badan Pusat Statistik.

12 Internet usage for business purposes is defined as the usage of 
internet by enterprises to sell their products.

According to Agus Muharam, Secretary at the Ministry 
of Cooperatives and SME, there are several factors 
causing this low internet usage, from low understanding 
of technology, the entrepreneurs’ mindset, to the 
difficulty in operating the technology. For SMEs in the 
e-commerce sector, the challenges they face include a 
lack of knowledge about online commerce (and a lack 
of time to learn about it), a limited pool of employees 
who are capable of engaging in online commerce, and 
the risk that competitors will copy an MSME’s work (The 
Digital Archipelago, 2018). This implies big opportunity 
for vocational graduates having specific, yet basic, skills 
set to help SMEs to go digital. 

Across different SME sectors, those in the information 
and communication and financial services have the 
highest internet usage for business purposes, 11.7% and 
10.1% respectively. These two sectors unfortunately are 
also the only ones which double digit in internet usage. 
The usage of internet among other sectors is way lower 
and mostly hover abysmally around 1% or 2%. 

Table 28 Usage of computer and internet for 
business purposes, 2016 (in percentage)

Sector Computer Internet

Education 65.6 56.8

Finance and insurance 53.4 34.5

Electricity 52.7 56.3

Professional, scientific & technical 35.2 33.8

Information & communication 26.3 38.4

Health 25.5 29.4

Constructions 20.1 22.1

Trade 3.5 7.2

Manufacturing 3.5 7.3

Transportation 2.5 7.5

Water management 2.4 3.6

Real estate 1.7 4.3

Accommodation, food & beverage 1.6 4.7

Mining 0.5 1.7

Other services 8.8 15.3

Total 6.2 9.8

Source: Analisa Hasil SE 2016 Lanjutan Potensi Peningkatan Kinerja 
Usaha Kecil dan Mikro, Badan Pusat Statistik, 2019.

Improved access to new 
customer

Increase in sales and 
revenue

Access to new market abroad

Easier transaction with 
customers & supplies

Cheaper advertisement

50.2%

35.5%

33.7%

27.7%

11.2%
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13 All sources in this section are based on IDIs with representatives of 
SMEs during the qualitative research phase.

5.4 Overview of SMEs participating in 
this research13 
With the growing digitalization, the use of technology 
has been increasing steadily among businesses, 
including SMEs. Many SMEs today are no stranger to 
using online marketplace platforms to promote and 
sell their products. However, micro and many small 
SMEs, due to their relatively small size and turnover, 
usually do not hire employees to specifically perform 
ICT-related tasks. Instead, these ICT-related tasks are 
performed by employees while also performing other 
tasks as well. With this in mind, this research phase will 
put more emphasis on medium-sized SMEs. In general, 
most SMEs do not focus on applicants’ educational 
backgrounds in the recruitment process. What is 
most important for them is applicants can showcase 
their skills through a portfolio. Therefore, this section 
looks only into the overview of SMEs’ needs as well as 
recruitment process in each sector.

5.4.1 SMEs in Information and 
Communication Technology

Below is an overview of positions available and the skills 
needed for SMEs in ICT sector:

For recruitment platforms, ICT SMEs mostly used Tech 
in Asia, Glints, LinkedIn, as well as the Facebook and 
Telegram communities to post their job vacancies. Tech 
in Asia and Glints were especially known as the go-to 
platforms to find tech-savvy candidates. This was also 
the case when using the Telegram community, where 
people with the same expertise usually join the same 
groups. By using these platforms, SMEs representatives 
found it easy to look for and find qualified candidates in 
terms of skills and experience for vacancies. Moreover, 
with Telegram community, SMEs knew where to find 
the candidates since they can directly join these groups.

The recruitment process at Tech in Asia, Glints, and 
LinkedIn is often more formal and includes documents 
that candidates have to submit in order to go through 
predetermined recruitment stages. While Facebook 
and Telegram community tends to be more informal 
because people there usually already know each other 
to some extent, so some or many parts of the formal 
recruitment process are omitted.

Below is the general overview of the recruitment 
process in ICT SMEs:

Table 29 Overview of ICT SMEs

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

·  Software 
development

·  Mobile game 
studio 

·  E-ticketing
·  Coding 

academy
·  Financial 

technology

Source: Analisa Hasil SE 2016 Lanjutan Potensi Peningkatan Kinerja 
Usaha Kecil dan Mikro, Badan Pusat Statistik, 2019.

· Graphic designer
· Animator
· Social media
· Digital marketing
· Web programmer
· Software engineer
· Back-end developer
· Front-end 

developer
· Android
· iOS
· Quality assurance 

engineer
· DevOps engineer
· UI/UX designer
· Data analyst
· IT operation

Soft skills: 
commu-
nication, 
leadership, 
confidence, 
teamwork, 
growth mind-
set, critical 
thinking.

Hard skills:
· IT: pro-

gramming 
language 
(HTML, CSS, 
JavaScript, 
Python).

· Social media: 
social media 
presence 
(followers, 
post).

CV and portfolio shortlisting  Programming 
test HR interview  Psychology test  User 
interview  Job offer.

In general, a CV or resume and specifically a portfolio 
are the most important criteria for accepting candidates 
to the next phase of a recruitment process. As for the 
portfolio, GitHub was mentioned several times as the 
place to get proper portfolios for jobs like programmer, 
back-end and front-end developer, UI/UX designer, 
software and quality assurance engineer. The platform 
itself is a code hosting platform and can be used as a 
repository for people in ICT. Meanwhile, for ICT-related 
jobs like graphic designer, a creative portfolio is needed 
to showcase applicants’ skills. While for social media 
positions, SMEs need to review applicants’ social media 
presence based on their followers, posts, etc. In general, 
experience is a nice-to-have for entry level position, but 
ICT SMEs really put an emphasis on the importance of 
candidates’ portfolio.

After an administrative selection, there is usually 
a programming test for positions that will use 
programming language. An interview with the human 
resource team will be the next step and then, sometimes, 
to be followed with a psychological test. Although not 
all SMEs are following this procedure and conduct user 
interview after candidates pass the programming test.

For positions that required proficiency in a programming 
language, ICT SMEs in general do not have specific 
software in mind that candidates had to master. 
Although, SMEs did prefer candidates who already 
knew the basic of the existing programming languages. 
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JavaScript is still by far the most used programming 
language for back-end and front-end developers, 
although SMEs also used other programming 
languages, namely HTML, CSS, and Python for these 
positions. This also explains why a portfolio is really 
important for SMEs, since they can track and review 
candidates’ skills. 

Soft skills are also equally important for this sector. 
Communication, leadership, confidence, teamwork, 
growth mindset, and critical thinking stood out as what 
ICT SMEs look for in their candidates and workers. As 
ICT workers are perceived to have more introverted 
personalities and prefer to work individually, ICT SMEs 
really focused on communication and teamwork as 
the most important soft skills for this sector. The gaps 
between the demands from ICT SMEs and skills that 
BBPPLK Bekasi graduates can offer will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. 

5.4.2 SMEs in Food and Beverage

Table 30 Overview of F&B SMEs

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

· Restaurant
· Online grocery
· Café 

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with F&B SME representatives.

· Graphic designer
· Social media
· Operation
· UI/UX designer
· Big data analyst
· IT operation
· Procurement

Soft skill: 
willingness to 
learn, com-
munication, 
teamwork.

Hard skills:
· IT: Microsoft 

Office, inter-
net manage-
ment.

· Social media: 
planning, 
manage-
ment

· Operation: 
POS usage.

Table 31 Overview of Retail SMEs

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

· Musical 
instruments 
store

· Footwear
· Condiments 

& seasoning 
seller

· Beauty 
products

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with Retail SME 
representatives.

· Graphic 
designer

· Content creator
· Creative 

marketing
· Product design
· Admin
· Visual 

merchandiser
· Photographer

Soft skill: willing-
ness to learn, agili-
ty, and flexibility.

Hard skills:
· Design: knowl-

edge of Adobe 
software (Photo-
shop, Illustrator, 
and Premiere).

· Admin: manage 
social media and 
e-commerce 
account.

Compared to ICT SMEs, F&B SMEs mainly used their 
network or referrals from colleagues to recruit 
candidates. Other channels that SMEs often used are 
Facebook and WhatsApp groups. There is a general 
impression that job portals (e.g., LinkedIn) are not that 
often used to recruit candidates. Only a few SMEs in 
the F&B sector used job portals to recruit candidates. 
These are usually SMEs with large operation that can no 
longer rely on informal recruitment methods.

Below is the general overview of the recruitment 
process in F&B SMEs:

CV and portfolio shortlisting or referral from 
colleagues  interview  online test or case 
study  job offer.

In general, SMEs in this sector only required a CV or a 
resume and certificate of graduation for administrative 
requirements. A portfolio is mostly required for graphic 
designer and social media positions. For the latter 
position, SMEs will also review candidates’ social media 
presence (followers and their posts). For the many 
non-ICT-related positions, F&B SMEs in general do not 
expect candidates to have years of experience as most 
positions are for operational teams (waitress, cooker, 
barista, etc.). What is often more important is that 
candidates show a willingness to learn. 

The recruitment process of this sector is relatively short, 
in which, after passing the administrative selection or 
referral from colleagues, a job interview is the only step 
left before a job offer. However, relatively big enterprises 
will also often require an online test or case study for 
assessing their candidates before finally giving a job 
offer. In recruiting for jobs in cafés and restaurants, the 
candidates’ homeplace is often considered, to ensure 
the candidates do not live far away to fill-in positions for 
(occasional) night shifts. This is one of the reasons why 
these types of SMEs often prefer to have male workers 
for some positions, which will be further addressed in 
Chapter 6.

5.4.3 SMEs in Retail

SMEs in Retail often have several ICT-related positions 
available because their businesses in more and more 
cases rely heavily on using online platforms like 
e-commerce, social media, and/or online platforms. 
Below is an overview of positions available and the skills 
needed for this sector:
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Table 32 Overview of Media SMEs

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

·  Media 
strategy & 
consultancy

·  Production 
house 

· Graphic 
designer

· Social media
· Video editor
· Photographer

Soft skill: well-in-
formed, commu-
nicative, adaptive, 
flexibility, and 
analytical skill. 

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

·  Newspaper 
enterprise

·  Publishing 
agency

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with Media SME 
representatives.

· Videographer
· Motion graphic 

artist
· Logistics and 

distribution
· Writer 

(journalist, 
editor staff)

· IT operation

Hard skills:
· IT: programming 

language (PHP), 
setting up and 
maintaining 
infrastructure.

· Social media and 
website content 
creation and 
management.

· Design:  Adobe 
Premiere, Final 
Cut Pro, Adobe 
After Effect, 
Photoshop, Corel 
Draw, Illustrator).

CV and portfolio shortlisting  Profiling test 
HR interview  User interview  Skill test  
Interview with management or c-level position 
 Job offer. 

CV and portfolio shortlisting or referral from 
colleagues  HR interview  user interview 
and test  interview with management or 
C-level position  job offer.

For their recruitment, most retail SMEs in this research 
used referral from colleagues and hiring interns to 
full-time jobs. These two methods are also perceived 
as the most effective. Outside these two methods, 
job portals like LinkedIn and SME’s own social media 
and website are also used for recruiting candidates. 
Although, LinkedIn is perceived to be most effective 
to recruit candidates with specific requirements and 
higher position level (team leader, senior, managerial 
level, etc.). Website and social media are mostly used 
for an entry level positions. 

Below is the general overview of the recruitment 
process in Retail SMEs:

It has to be noted that not all SMEs go through all of 
these stages in the recruitment process. In many cases, 
an administrative selection and interview are the only 
steps that the SMEs take. Few SMEs require all steps 
mentioned above. The more elaborate process, with all 
steps, is for SMEs that need to be able to streamline a 
large number of applicants.  

In terms of hard skills, Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator 
are still the standard software for design graphic. 
Adobe Premiere is the standard for editing videos. SMEs 
do not expect candidates for these positions to have 
exceptional skills, however the candidates should have, 
at the minimum, basic skills and knowledge in using 
these tools. Additionally, as with other SMEs, Retail 
SMEs required a CV, while a portfolio will be needed 
for specific positions only (e.g., graphic designer, visual 
merchandiser, product designer). For a portfolio, Retail 
SMEs do not appear to have any specific standard to 
define a ‘good’ portfolio. More often than not, a good 
portfolio depended on SMEs’ preference which is often 
influenced by their company’s brand image. 

5.4.4 SMEs in Media

Below is an overview of positions available and the skills 
needed for SMEs in Media:

Media SMEs use job portals like LinkedIn as well as 
Facebook groups and references from colleagues to 
recruit candidates. Among these three, referral from 
colleagues is the most used channel, mainly because of 
the effectiveness of this method to ensure candidates’ 
capabilities, which through this channel is perceived to 
be more accurate compared to another channels. In 
general, the scale/size of SMEs in general also played 
a big role in recruiting candidates, this will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. 

Below is the general overview of recruitment process in 
Media SMEs:

As with many other SMEs, Media SMEs required a 
portfolio for specific positions, such as writers and 
creative positions (e.g. graphic designer, motion graphic 
artist). A writer portfolio consists often of a writing 
sample, and/ or a CV with organizational experience for 
a writer position. A creative portfolio is often required 
for graphic designers and motion graphic artists. SMEs 
usually have high expectations in portfolio for graphic 
artist position. A good portfolio is defined as trendy 
and, more importantly, visually attractive. These are 
usually seen from the colouring (colour palette), fonts, 
and images used in the portfolio. As such, ‘taste’ plays 
a big role for Media SMEs. 

All SMEs in this sector took candidates’ experiences into 
account, even for an entry-level position. Experience 
does not have to be a professional or working 
experience, but candidates are expected to already 
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have the (basic) skills for each position. Especially for 
writers and any designer-related positions that requires 
usage of software or tools such as graphic designer, 
video editor, and motion graphic artist. 

After an administrative selection, many SMEs only need 
an interview to assess candidates before finally offering 
a job. The interview is sometimes combined with a test 
or case study to get a deeper impression of candidates. 
Although some SMEs require interviews with multiple 
people within the organisation (HR, user, and 
management or C-level) before accepting candidates. 

5.4.5 SMEs in Advertisement

Below is an overview of positions available and the skills 
needed for this sector:

Table 33 Overview of Advertisement SMEs

Core business Positions 
available

Skills 
needed

· Advertising 
agency

· Digital 
marketing 
agency

· Creative and 
advertising 
agency

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with Advertisement SME 
representatives.

· Graphic 
designer

· Back-end 
developer

· Front-end 
developer

· UI/UX designer
· Content creator
· Social media 

officer
· Production 

assistant
· Digital 

marketing
· Videographer
· Photographer
· Admin
· Content writer
· Copy writer

Soft skill: able to 
interpret brief, 
interpersonal com-
munication, high 
curiosity, proficien-
cy in English, free 
spirited.
Hard skills:
· Social media: 

social media 
planning, man-
agement, and 
analysis

· IT: coding, pro-
gramming

· Design: Adobe 
Illustrator, Adobe 
Photoshop, Corel 
Draw, etc.

The platforms used for recruiting candidates in 
Advertisement SMEs varied widely, such as job portals 
(LinkedIn, Tech in Asia, Kalibrr, and Glints), personal 
connections, as well as head-hunters and training 
centres. 

Using a head-hunter is perceived to be very effective for 
some SMEs as no time is ‘wasted’ looking and sorting 
out applicants. These SMEs prefer to spend money on 
a head-hunter, as long as head-hunter agency can find 
the best candidates for the company. Job portals like 
Tech in Asia, Kalibrr, and Glints are seen to culturally 
fit with digital marketing agencies as these portals are 
filled with tech-savvy people. 

Below is the general recruitment flow of Advertisement 
SMEs:

CV and portfolio shortlisting  Psychological 
test  HR interview and competency test 
(coding, visual output)  User interview  
Job offer. 

In general, portfolios and CVs are the only required 
documents for positions available in this sector. A 
portfolio is a must for designer-related positions as well 
as other creative positions like content and copywriter. 
As mentioned previously, there is no standard definition 
of a good portfolio for these positions. Digital imaging, 
colour tone, and visual appeal are main considerations 
for a graphic designer position, while for videographers, 
angle and lighting are two factors taken into account. 
For designer-related positions, candidates will be 
given a brief in order to make creative output. During 
this step, SMEs heavily focus on how well candidates 
interpret the brief rather than how excellent the output 
is.

Other than a portfolio, experience is also important 
for these SMEs. As with Media SMEs, for entry level 
positions Advertisement SMEs expect candidates to 
already have experience. This experience can come 
from an internship, side job, or even academic works. 
Additionally, in terms of skills, being able to interpret 
design briefs from clients is the most important 
skills that candidates should have. Interpersonal 
communication followed in the second place because 
applicants will have to communicate with clients as 
well as many colleagues with different roles in the 
organization. 
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Gap analysis of skills 
taught at BBPLK 
Bekasi and ICT-
related jobs in SME 

6.
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Many ICT-related jobs are available 
at SMEs in the ICT, food and 
beverages, media, advertisement, 
and retail e-commerce sector. Yet, 
only a few of these SMEs employ 
SMK or BLK graduates. Gap skills and 
expectations between graduates 
and SMEs still exist. Especially due 
to the relatively low awareness of 
SMK and BBPLK Bekasi graduates 
about the availability of these 
positions and their requirements, 
as well SMEs’ general preference 
towards graduates from higher 
learning institutions. This section 
will address these different gaps 
that exist between BBPLK Bekasi on 
one hand as a provider of graduates 
with ICT-related skills and the ICT-
related job market on the other 
hand as users of these ICT talents.

6.1 Mismatch in job searching 
process: Platform, portfolio, and 
skills
In general, there are gaps between SMEs and BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates when it comes to the job searching 
process, this includes the platforms used and the 
required/submitted documents for an application. 
Based on IDI results, platforms that graduates use 
for seeking a job are more often than not different 
from what SMEs use to fill available positions. Gaps 
also happen with the documents that these graduates 
submitted, in most cases many of these are perceived 
irrelevant by a fast majority of SMEs.    

6.1.1 Job platform used by SMEs and BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates 

Unlike the smallest enterprises, small to medium 
and medium enterprises use more diverse channels 
to recruit candidates, such as through job platforms, 
social media, their own website, head-hunters, and 
even cooperation with training centres. Some SMEs 
on these scales still use referral from colleagues, 
mainly for operation-related positions. Among all job 
platforms, LinkedIn, Glints, and Tech in Asia are used 
most often and are perceived to be most effective in 
getting the candidates from all seniority levels that 

suit with company’s vision and image. Some SMEs 
also have cooperation with training centres and recruit 
candidates from their students.

For social media, SMEs use their own Instagram account 
for posting vacancies. While for other social media like 
Facebook and Instagram, SMEs will post their vacancy 
in specific groups of expertise, for example, group of 
web developer, waitress, etc.  

BBPLK Bekasi graduates mainly use Loker.id and to 
a lesser degree Jobstreet as their source to seek a 
job vacancy. Other channels include Facebook and 
Instagram. In these platforms, graduates usually find 
the information through accounts that shares job 
opportunities. The overview of job channels used by 
SMEs and BBPLK Bekasi graduates are as below:

Figure 12 Channels used by SMEs and 
BBPLK Bekasi graduates

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with SMEs representatives 
and BBPLK Bekasi graduates.

As seen above, Facebook and Instagram are the only 
platforms that overlap between SMEs and BBPLK 
Bekasi graduates. As mentioned earlier, SMEs use 
Facebook groups and their own Instagram account to 
post vacancies. While graduates mainly follow accounts 
that share job opportunities, for example Loker Bekasi, 
or search “job vacancy information” on Facebook. 
The accounts that these graduates use to find job 
information usually have a limited breadth in terms of 
industry, position, area, etc. It means that the graduates 
may overlook the vacancy information posted by SMEs 
on Facebook and Instagram.

In general, most graduates have used LinkedIn 
occasionally in the past. However, graduates perceive 
themselves as underqualified when using LinkedIn. The 
required educational background, experience, and skills 
LinkedIn demands do not match their skills, education, 
and experience. As a result, graduates often stop using 
LinkedIn altogether and instead use Jobstreet which 
they feel is more in line with their qualifications. 

On the other hand, only some SMEs use Jobstreet. 
Loker.id is also rarely if at all used to post vacancies. The 
few SMEs that do use Jobstreet indicate that applicants 

SMEs

Linkedin, Glints, Tech 
in Asia, Telegram 

group, Kalibrr, referal 
from colleagues, 

headhunter, training 
centres

Jobstreet, 
Loker.id

Facebook,
Instagram

Graduates
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Figure 13 Documents needed by SMEs and 
graduates

Source: BOI Research, In-depth interview with SMEs representatives 
and BBPLK Bekasi graduates. 

from this platform are mostly unqualified in terms of 
skills. 

LinkedIn, Kalibrr, and Tech in Asia are the most used 
platforms used by SMEs to recruit candidates. From 
SMEs’ perspectives, these job platforms consist of 
(more) qualified applicants, in terms of skills, education 
level, and experience. On top of that, candidates on 
these platforms already know what they need to prepare 
when applying for a job. For positions that heavily rely 
on ICT skills, such as programmer, developer, engineer, 
etc., Tech in Asia is especially known as the go-to 
platform to find candidates. 

As SMEs and graduates use different job portals in 
posting and looking for job vacancies, graduates are 
often unaware of job opportunities available to them. 
Additionally, in looking for a job, graduates often do not 
use the right search phrases. In short, jobs are available, 
but they search for these jobs in the wrong way. As a 
result, it is very rare for SMEs to encounter (vocational) 
high school, let alone BBPLK Bekasi, graduates in their 
recruitment process.     

While many graduates aspire to be a movie animator 
or graphic designer, they often limit themselves to 
administrative positions and use search phrases like 
production operator, admin, SPG, customer services, 
etc. The main reason these graduates limit themselves 
is because often a bachelor’s degree is needed for 
these kinds of jobs. 

6.1.2 Required documents for an application

As mentioned in chapter 4 and chapter 5, there are 
several documents that are often required as part of an 
application. Below is the overview between documents 
needed by the SMEs and submitted by the graduates:

During the application process, BBPLK Bekasi graduates 
often prepare unnecessary documents such as Kartu 
Kuning and SKCK. As mentioned earlier, SMEs found 

that applicants from Jobstreet (job platform often used 
by BBPLK Bekasi graduates) tend to submit irrelevant 
documents and omit relevant ones (i.e. portfolio). It 
creates additional tasks for HR and may lead to instant 
rejection of applications.  

Many SMEs have emphasised the importance of a 
portfolio, especially for jobs related to design and 
programming. For SMEs in ICT sector, GitHub is 
preferred to find candidates for programming positions 
as the platform showcases candidates’ portfolio in 
programming. Meanwhile, for design-related jobs (like 
graphic designer, animator), creative portfolios are 
needed to showcase applicants’ skills and experience. 
For social media positions, SMEs prefer to review 
applicants’ social media presence based on followers, 
posts, etc.

6.1.3 Skills needed for different positions

For SMEs in general, there is a certain degree of 
freedom in terms of software that the applicants need 
to master. As seen in table 34, overall, the hard skills 
that are taught by BBPLK Bekasi in each position are 
often adequate with SME demands. Yet, when it comes 
to materials, there is an urgency to keep up with the 
industry needs.

Table 34 Overview of skills by positions

Positions Skills taught by 
BBPLK Bekasi 

Gap: also 
required by SMEs

Web 
development, 
back-end and 
front-end 
developer, UI/
UX designer
Graphic 
designer, 
content creator, 
product 
designer, visual 
merchandiser
Animator
Video editor

Source: BOI Research, in-depth interviews with SMEs representatives. 

PHP, MySQL 
 
 
 
 

Corel Draw, 
Adobe Photoshop 
 
 
 

Blender

HTML, CSS, JavaS-
cript, Python, C++ 
 
 
 

Adobe Illustrator, 
AutoCAD, Rhinocer-
os 3D
 
 
 
Maya
Adobe After Effects, 
Adobe Premiere

Web development/programming

While understanding of PHP and MySQL (both are 
taught at BBPLK Bekasi) is a good skill to have, only 
few ICT SMEs that still actively use these programming 
languages. HTML and JavaScript are languages that 
are more widely used and can be a good basic to learn 
another programming language. 

The ILO report on Rapid assessment of information and 
communication technology skills demand in Indonesia 

SMEs

Portfolio

SKCK, KTP, family 
register, SKHUN, 

graduation 
certificate, Kartu 
Kuning, health 

certificate

CV, cover 
letter

Graduates
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(2020) mentioned that wireframing is also an important 
technical skill to have as it is a crucial first step in web 
development. While BBPLK Bekasi already has quite 
comprehensive materials regarding technical skills, soft 
skills are also important to highlight. 

Both SMK students in general and BBPLK Bekasi 
would benefit from additional training to improve 
communication skills. These graduates appear to 
work well with peers. However, when it comes to 
communication with colleges with higher degrees, 
let alone clients, they have difficulties communicating 
their opinions. The same can be said about English 
languages which appear to be underdeveloped. 

Most SMEs require its employees to have a solid 
foundation not only in technical skills, but employees 
are also expected to be highly active and are always 
willing to learn new knowledge as things are constantly 
changing in the IT world. See table 34. 

Graphic designer

For design-related positions, proficiency in Adobe 
Illustrator is often required by the SMEs. Although Corel 
Draw and Adobe Photoshop alone are already adequate 
for graphic designer and content creator positions.

SMEs still require proficiency in Adobe Illustrator. 
However, positions like product designer and visual 
merchandiser often use other tools, for example 
AutoCAD, Rhinoceros 3D, in addition to Adobe 
Illustrator. 

Just like with the required soft skills for a web developer 
position, the soft skills for the graphic designer also in 
need of improvement for teamwork, communication, 
and English. Next to that, the level of creativity that is 
expected for a graphic designer that is taught at BBPLK 
Bekasi is not as diverse as often expected from SMEs. 
See table 35.

Animator

SMEs, which have an animator position, consider 
Blender to be good enough for them. For these SMEs, 
software can be learned later as long as candidates 
already have mastered the basics of Blender or Maya or 
any other computer graphic software.  

Video editor

Adobe After Effects and Adobe Premiere are the most 
commonly used software by video editor. Therefore, 
SMEs expect candidates for Video Editor have expertise 
in these two software applications.

Table 35 Technical and non-technical skills required by SMEs

Positions for graphic 
designer/content creator

Skills taught by BBPLK Bekasi Soft skills required 
by SMEs

IT Software Solutions for 
Business

Client Server Programming

 

 
Web developer

Graphic designer 
 

Animator

 

Movie animator

Analysing, creating and implementing programmes for 
business solutions needed by companies

o Designing databases

o Implementing client server programmes

o Data storage from client to server

o Designing and constructing websites by applying the 
principles of web and database programming

o Providing support in website maintenance and 
development.

Applying and operating graphic design software to 
generate design work and create ready-for production 
materials

o Creating 3-dimensional digital shapes

o 3-dimensional digital motion

o Digital layouts

o Surface textures and properties

o Digital lighting and rendering

o Digital effects and digital working mechanisms 
(character, setup)

o Creating visual concepts

·  Wireframing

·  Teamwork skills

·  Good communication 
skills with clients

·  Willingness to learn

·  Honesty

·  Indonesian and English 
language skills

·  Teamwork skills

·  Good communication 
skills with clients

·  Attention to detail

·  Creativity

·  Honesty

·  Indonesian and English 
language skills
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Positions for graphic 
designer/content creator

Skills taught by BBPLK Bekasi Soft skills required 
by SMEs

·  2-dimensional engineering motion

·  Surface texture and properties

·  Digital lighting and rendering

·  Digital effects

Source: Rapid assessment of information and communication technology skills demand in Indonesia, International Labour Organization, 2020. 

Having the hard skills or technical skills is important, 
but SMEs also put an emphasis on soft skills. In fact, soft 
skills play an important role in helping SMEs to decide 
which applicants to choose. Soft skills deemed most 
important are communication, willingness to learn, and 
ability to work in a team. While vocational graduates 
are appreciated for their willingness to learn, they are 
perceived to be lacking in communication skills, in 
Bahasa Indonesia and especially English.  

6.2 Disparities in SMEs workers’ 
background 
In general, there is a certain preference in selecting 
employees for ICT-related positions. This can be seen 
at the SMEs’ current ratio in terms of gender and 
educational level. Male workers still make up the higher 
percentage of employees for IT related positions, while 
female tend to dominate social media related positions. 
And SMEs still prefer a bachelor’s degree for both of 
those positions.

Gender

Most IT-related jobs are filled by men, while most social 
media-related jobs are filled by women. IT teams are 
dominated by men because of a low number of female 
applicants for IT positions. 

Male dominance in IT positions also discouraged 
female applicants. On one hand, IT work-culture and 
long hours are less preferable for women. On another 
hand, the long working hours also create additional 
concerns for companies in hiring female employees. 
They believe female do not fit to work overtime until 
midnight, a common experience of IT workers. Similar 
consideration is also the reason behind F&B sector’s 
preference in hiring male workers who can work at 
night shift. 

Media SMEs, especially for reporter and writer positions, 
also prefer hiring male applicants. These positions 
usually require workers to often do fieldwork which, 
according to Media SMEs, will be hard for women to do. 

Meanwhile, social media teams are dominated by 
female workers. Women in general are perceived to 

be more flexible when it comes to communicating 
to an audience. Although women dominate social 
media-related positions, when it comes to graphic 
designers and content creators, male employees are 
still dominant. In interviews with F&B and Retail SMEs, 
men are more preferred for designer-related positions 
because they are perceived to create more general 
designs that fit with companies’ image. While designs 
produced by women usually tend to be more feminine. 

Additionally, women are perceived to be more suitable 
for jobs that require more detailed work, for example, 
administration jobs. Administrative tasks also tend to 
be easier than technical tasks, such as IT tasks, thus, can 
be completed during normal working hours.  Women 
are also deemed to have better negotiation skills. Some 
Advertisement SMEs will only accept female applicants 
for account executive position because women are 
perceived to be more persuasive and can handle clients 
better. As with F&B SMEs, women are placed more as 
the front liners in the company.

Education

In general, SMEs are open to all kinds of educational 
levels when selecting candidates. However, there is 
a preference when it comes to social media-related 
positions, for example social media admin or content 
creator. SMEs feel that applicants with a bachelor’s 
degree have a better understanding of language and 
tone-of-voice used in social media posts. Candidates 
with lower educational background, vocational high 
school and equivalent, lack English proficiency and 
communication skills to create social media content 
that are up to companies’ standard.

For SMEs who cannot afford to hire bachelor graduates, 
the owners prefer to handle the social media 
themselves. Employees with vocational high school 
degrees and equivalent will be given responsibility to 
manage social media only after several years of working 
for the company. 

Operation-related positions, such as logistics, inventory, 
procurement, are often filled by vocational high school 
graduates or equivalent. It is consistent with their 
experience during an OJT or internship where they 
are placed in a more operational task, rather than in 
strategic positions. This is because they are perceived 
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to be lacking in terms of critical thinking and are better 
at doing simpler operational tasks. Consequently, 
vocational high school graduates or equivalent will 
not be considered for ICT-related positions if this 
perception remains strong as critical thinking is an 
important requirement for these positions.  

6.3 Perceived strengths and 
weaknesses of SMK graduates with 
ICT certificates14 
In general, SMK graduates are known for their good 
technical skills in the eyes of SMEs. However, SMK 
graduates are still perceived lacking in confidence and 
communication skills. 

Overall, among the SMEs there is a perception that 
while SMK graduates are hard-working and motivated, 
they are not well-equipped to take on leadership 
positions. As a result, for these leadership positions, 
even among SMEs which recruit SMK graduates, there is 
still a preference to employ graduates with a bachelor’s 
degree.

Compared to bachelor graduates, SMK graduates are 
perceived to have a higher willingness to learn new 
things. This is an important trait to have when working 
in small to medium enterprises. As things are constantly 
changing, workers are expected to work outside of 
their job descriptions and explore new things to get 
the job done. Despite those strengths, SMK graduates 
also have several weaknesses. The most prominent 
one is the lack of confidence. SMK graduates tend to 
perceive themselves less capable in doing a job than 
their bachelor peers even though they currently hold 
the same position/title in their company. This affects 
their ability to communicate, or not brave enough to be 
critical and voice out their opinions.

SMK graduates do a well when they are in a relatively 
junior level and often refuse an offer to a leadership 
position. Furthermore, SMK graduates are also 
perceived to have lower cognitive ability than bachelor 
graduates. Because of this perception, SMK graduates 
ended up applying for jobs that does not require critical 
thinking, such as admin, waitress, or operational staff. 
Although SMK graduates already have a good work 
ethic, their lack of several soft skills is a problem that 
needs to be addressed.

6.4 SMEs awareness of BBPLK Bekasi
Among SMEs, while they are in general aware of SMK, 
the awareness of BLK, including BBPLK Bekasi is mostly 
low. 

Often SMEs are not familiar with or have never work 
with BBPLK Bekasi. Training centres that SMEs know 
are mostly private-owned institutions such as Hacktiv8, 
Purwadhika, and Skilvul. Only a few SMEs are aware of 
BBPLK Bekasi or BLK in general because these SMEs 
mostly recruit SMK graduates. Of all SMEs interviewed 
for this research, only one SME has a cooperation with 
BLK in Sumedang. 

SMEs, which participated in this research, have not yet 
been approached by BBPLK Bekasi before. Even though 
SMEs have low awareness of BBPLK Bekasi, that does 
not mean SMEs are not open to an opportunity to 
collaborate with BBPLK Bekasi. 

Most SMEs, especially medium-sized enterprises, 
are very welcoming to the idea of cooperating with 
organisations like BBPLK Bekasi. Especially because 
Covid-19, there has been an increase in the demand for 
ICT talents and BBPLK Bekasi can help connect SMEs 
to ICT talents. The collaboration between BBPLK Bekasi 
can also be in the form of OJT or internships. This is 
because most SMEs are open to hiring interns. Some 
SMEs are even willing to recruit interns as full-time 
workers if the interns are considered suitable for the 
companies. 

14 Most SMEs did not know BBPLK Bekasi nor its graduates. However, 
SMEs were aware of SMK graduates who have had additional 
ICT training and their existence in the job market. As BBPLK 
Bekasi trainees made up mostly of SMK graduates, this section 
talks about SMEs’ perceived strengths and weaknesses of SMK 
graduates. Although this section discusses SMEs’ perception of 
SMK graduates’ strengths and weaknesses, similar conclusions 
apply to BBPLK Bekasi graduates.
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Recommendations7.
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What BBPLK Bekasi has done to 
enhance the students’ skills is in 
many ways already adequate, 
especially when looking at its 
curriculum and partnership with 
companies. However, improvement 
can still be made. Especially 
improvements for increasing 
graduates’ chance in getting and 
securing a job through development 
of soft skills and providing guidance 
in their career development. In 
the long run, BBPLK Bekasi should 
consider expanding cooperation 
with industries and further aligning 
its curriculum (hard skills) with 
the constantly changing demands 
from the labour market.

 7.1 Short term 
In this section, BBPLK Bekasi is recommended to further 
develop parts of the existing material (curriculum, 
software, career advice) and partnerships. Especially 
several hard skills that graduates need to master to 
have an improved chance of getting hired in ICT-related 
positions. And also, soft skills like communication and 
confidence to better answer demand from the ICT 
labour.

Development of soft skills

BBPLK Bekasi already provides soft skills training 
for its students during the first week of training, 
which is considered already especially useful. Inviting 
industries’ representatives to teach soft skills is 
practical and needed. However, improvements can 
still be made, especially soft skills crucial for graduates 
when applying for a job.

To land a job, a BBPLK Bekasi graduate needs not only 
to communicate well during a job interview, but the 
graduate also needs to convince the company that 
he/ she has all the necessary skills. These skills include 
critical thinking, confidence, and communication skills 
within the team and with clients.

Lack of communication skills, leadership skills, and 
confidence are the top three perceived weaknesses of 
graduates from vocational high schools and equivalent. 
In this case, BBPLK Bekasi can help build students’ soft 
skills by conducting an OJT. Through OJT, students 
are exposed to a new environment and real work 

environment. The experience can help BBPLK Bekasi 
graduates interact with many people from different 
positions, learn to solve real life problems, and practice 
their presentation skills. Additionally, BBPLK Bekasi 
students can build working experience which will be 
useful for them to compete with a bachelor’s degree 
for job vacancies. 

In OJT, BBPLK Bekasi can also involve companies as part 
of the development & monitoring process. This can be 
helpful to assess the students’ performance and help 
them understand their strengths and weaknesses while 
doing a job.

BBPLK Bekasi already rightly has included soft skills 
development as part of its training. It will be beneficial to 
put a greater emphasis on these previously mentioned 
soft skills to help graduates land a job and excel at it.

A portfolio for IT and design-related position is the 
main aspect of the recruitment process for SMEs when 
reviewing candidates. Looking at the importance 
of a portfolio in the eye of SME representatives and 
associations, BBPLK Bekasi can help students build a 
portfolio based on what students have already learned, 
including projects or OJT and any other relevant output 
that they create during the training. As most SMEs 
only need a CV and portfolio for an application, BBPLK 
Bekasi can focus students’ time and effort on preparing 
these instead of preparing many irrelevant documents 
(e.g., SKCK, SKHUN).

For IT positions, BBPLK Bekasi and graduates can 
consider making a portfolio on platforms like GitHub. 
Especially since ICT SMEs really put an emphasis on 
this platform. Next to the need for a proper portfolio, 
graduates should also improve their CVs as well as 
cover letters.

Career advice

Most BBPLK Bekasi graduates are considered a better 
fit for entry-level positions in large part because they 
are perceived to have limited skills. Therefore, it is 
recommended that BBPLK Bekasi helps align students’ 
job expectations with current market conditions. At 
the same time, BBPLK Bekasi can improve its career 
counselling to educate the students on the current 
different jobs that they can apply for and what these 
jobs demand. 

Graduates should be helped to have a clearer idea of 
which positions and type of companies that they want 
to work for. BBPLK Bekasi is also recommended to 
include explanations on job description in this career 
advice. This will make the job search narrower and 
minimize the possibility of searching for unrelated jobs 
like customer service, call centre, etc. 

BBPLK Bekasi graduates should learn to use the right 
platforms for IT positions like LinkedIn, Kalibrr, and, 
especially, Tech in Asia.
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For social media platforms (Instagram and Facebook) 
graduates should learn how to look for vacancies by 
widening their search not only to accounts that share 
job opportunities, but also directly to companies’ 
official accounts. 

Continuous and enrichment material 
adaptation

BBPLK Bekasi should consider continuous improvements 
on its existing curriculum. Currently BBPLK Bekasi 
already gets input from industry representatives for its 
existing curriculum. This can be further improved by 
keeping up to date with software used by the industry 
and include more updated materials demanded by ICT-
related jobs.

This includes HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python, C++ 
for web developer and Adobe Illustrator, AutoCAD, 
Rhinoceros 3D for graphic designer. The details of skills 
requirements for web developer, graphic designer, 
animator, and video editor, the most sought-after ICT-
related jobs in SMEs, can be seen in Table 33. 

On this point, a report from ILO on Rapid assessment 
ICT skills demand in Indonesia discussed in more detail 
how BBPLK Bekasi curriculum can be improved. See 
table 37 for the proposed curriculum.

Since BBPLK Bekasi graduates tend to apply for an 
administration job, BBPLK Bekasi can consider enriching 
its training material by adding training for an admin, 
especially in relation to e-commerce and online retail. 
That way, the graduates will have more know-how and 
added value for this type of job. 

Table 36 Proposed curriculum for graphic designer and IT web designer position

Positions Proposed curriculum Duration

Graphic Designer, Animator, 
Movie Animator

IT Software Solutions for 
Business, Client Server 
Programming, Web 
Developer, Website Graphic 
Designer

Competencies to be learned:

·  Able to communicate with clients to understand their 
needs; translate these needs into a creative graphic 
design as unique and interesting works of art, either in 
2 or 3 dimensions and in digital forms, including options 
for animation and digital motion.

·  Have digital design skills (Photoshop, CorelDRAW, 
InDesign, Illustrator) and able to practice them in a real 
project.

·  Design marketing media (posters, social media 
content); design attractive and creative logos, 
packaging, stickers; and able to use editing applications 
such as Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.

Competencies to be learned:

·  Ability to communicate with clients to understand 
their needs and translate those needs into a business 
solution design in the form of a website, including 
solutions for database and secure data storage needs, 
with friendly features and designs to use.

· Skills for front-end development (HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, 
JavaScript).

· Skills for back-end development for Windows or Linux 
(Java, PHP, Python, C++, REST, API).

· Design skills (Photoshop, etc.).

· Databases (SQL, MySQL).

· Continuously learning to follow the development of 
website technology, both in Indonesian and English

2-4 months

1-3 months

Source: Rapid assessment of information and communication technology skills demand in Indonesia, International Labour Organization, 2020. 
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2 Long term
To live up to the reputation of BBPLK Bekasi as the centre 
of excellence for ICT education and training, BBPLK 
Bekasi can consider strengthening its partnerships with 
industry, introducing advance classes for students who 
already have working experience, as well as mapping 
students based on career path for each curriculum in 
the long run. 

Strategic partnership with SMEs to develop 
competitiveness of BBPLK Bekasi graduates

BBPLK Bekasi can consider collaborating with more 
SME associations. SME associations often already 
cooperate with the Ministry of Manpower and/or BLKs 
regional. In cooperation (between BBPLK Bekasi and 
SME associations) these SME associations can help 
review the existing curriculum and training materials 
of BLK regional or at the national level with the MoM. 
This cooperation can lead to a more comprehensive, 
updated, and cohesive training experience for the 
students.

Another contribution that SME associations offer 
is that BBPLK Bekasi provides more slots for ICT 
practitioners to teach training, which the associations 
can help to provide. On one hand, learning directly 
from the industrial world can improve BBPLK Bekasi’s 
existing and future curriculum to be more relevant 
with the rapidly changing nature of the ICT sector, 
on the software or tools used, the soft skills needed, 
building a relevant portfolio, etc. On the other hand, 
this will positively help students to get more relevant 
knowledge and information to get and securing a job. 

BBPLK Bekasi is recommended to intensify the use of 
its alumni database for building a partnership. By doing 
this, BBPLK Bekasi can extend its connection which will 
be useful for inviting the alumni to share their working 
experience post-BBPLK Bekasi as well as connecting the 
students to the alumni for a job reference. 

SME associations have wide networks in industries 
that BBPLK Bekasi can use for further collaborations, 
especially to channel students to companies. For 
example, there are approximately seven thousand (-/+ 
7,000) new employees needed in the animation sector 
per year, 55-70% of these positions can be filled by SMK 
graduates (BOI Research, In-depth interview with SME 
association representatives). 

Partnering with SME associations will be a great 
opportunity for BBPLK Bekasi to promote their 
students. Partnerships like these can help BBPLK 
Bekasi raise SMEs’ awareness of graduates’ skills and 
to help improve SMEs’ perception towards vocational 
graduates in general and BBPLK Bekasi graduates in 
particular. 

To better serve their students, BBPLK Bekasi needs to 
find out what type of entry-level ICT-related SMEs jobs 
their students can tap into. At the same time, BBPLK 
Bekasi needs to better understand to what extent the 
level of skills of its students fit with the aforementioned 
ICT-related jobs. Working closely with SME associations 
will also help BBPLK Bekasi to identify whether their 
training material and the level of skills taught are 
compatible with the requirements for ICT jobs in the 
SMEs.

To help break the gender disparity within SMEs, BBPLK 
Bekasi can increase its inclusiveness by promoting 
female students when there are OJT offers, projects, 
or when channelling their students to companies. 
Another way to start reducing the gender disparity is 
by providing soft quota for qualified women that enter 
BBPLK Bekasi. This can give female students a better 
chance, and at the same time “educate” the industry to 
break gender norms.

Offering advanced courses to fulfil specific 
sets of skills needed by the industry

As the centre of excellence of ICT education and training, 
the steps that BBPLK Bekasi takes to provide equal 
training opportunities for graduates with relatively 
poor background is much appreciated. Although, this 
results in the impression that the curriculum is made 
for relatively beginner level. In the long run, BBPLK 
Bekasi can consider providing varied training levels 
based on applicants’ existing skill sets. 

A start can be made by mapping students based on 
the already taken career path. Using the career path, 
the current knowledge level of the students, and their 
ambitions, students should be offered beginner or 
advance courses. This will help students who already 
have skills and knowledge in one of the many ICT 
programs BBPLK Bekasi excels, to upgrade their skills 
with more advanced knowledge and skills. Additionally, 
although in general BBPLK Bekasi students with a 
bachelor’s degree did not have any difficulties in 
looking for a job, this advance program will also help 
them to further develop their skills. 

For example, for the animation sector, BBPLK Bekasi 
can divide the course into 4 advanced classes like the 
following:

1. Motion

2. Visual

3. Technical, and

4. Editorial.

This will be useful to focus students’ skills, and students 
will be able to shape a career path more precisely. 
Additionally, this approach will help attract participants 
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who are only interested in parts of the animation 
program.  

BBPLK Bekasi can promote these advanced courses as 
additional training. In 1-2 year after graduating, BBPLK 
Bekasi can invite back graduates for this advanced 
training to upgrade their skills. These advanced courses 
should cover not only the hard skills already mentioned, 
but also the soft skills.

Since SMEs are going more and more online, there 
seems to be a growing need to fill in ICT-related 
positions within these SMEs. This includes for instance 
administrative positions in retail and commerce. These 
new positions can be an opportunity for BBPLK Bekasi 
graduates. With this in mind, further research is needed 
to get a clear overview of all relevant newly merging 
entry-level ICT-related positions available in SMEs.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Roadmap of the Revitalization of Vocational Education

Points Objectives

Institutional development

Involvement of the business 
world and the industrial 
world

Accreditation and governance 
of the implementation of 
vocational education

Regulation

Provision and improvement 
of teacher quality

Graduate competency 
certification

Addition and improvement of 
learning infrastructure

Alignment of the curriculum

Providing facilities and infrastructure for vocational education, through new school 
units and classrooms. It mainly focuses on 4 priority departments, namely Maritime, 
Agriculture, Tourism, and Creative Industries.

Changes in vocational education approaches from “supply-driven” to “demand-driven” 
and the “link and match” concept, which is the link between employers and education 
providers, and the match between employees and employers.

Every vocational program in Vocational Schools and Educational Institutions courses and 
training must be accredited and integrate vocational education.

Review and improvement of several regulations related to vocational education programs.

Improving the ability of teachers and educators through apprenticeship teachers in the 
company and increasing the number and skills of productive teachers.

Make SKKNI for each of the existing vocational skills programs and certification for 
vocational education graduates.

Rehabilitation of school equipment rooms, practical equipment, and laboratory 
rehabilitation.

Implement dual system practices in vocational schools through curriculum, work practices, 
and teaching factories.

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture. 2016. Revitalization of Vocational Education.
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Appendix 2: Overview of BPPLK Curriculum

Modules Skills taught

3D Modeler Artist

Assistant Computer Operator

Assistant Computer Operator

Cinematography

Content Development

Able to do digital scanning

Character colouring

Collect digital asset (Layout 3D)

Create a 3D digital hard surface

Create a 3D organic digital model 

Create an imaging texture surface 

Create an imaging character surface (shading)

Create a 3D compositing

Online editing

Able to operate Computer

Able to use operation system

Able to use peripheral devices (image scanners, graphic cards, webcams, etc)

Able to use worksheet software (Microsoft Words)

Able to operate e-mail client

Use online based application

Able to operate Computer

Able to use operation system

Able to use peripheral devices (image scanners, graphic cards, webcams, etc)

Able to use worksheet software (Microsoft Words)

Able to operate e-mail client

Use online based application

Designing camera techniques

Understand to prepare camera

Able to adjust the audio visuals according to the concept of the event

Able to direct shooting according to the audio visual technical format

Able to direct the shooting and audio in accordance with the established directing concept

Able to arrange the composition during operating the camera

Able to create a creative brief

Able to write content for various media

Create visual commands

Receive and understand relevant information from various sources

Able to search and select information from various sources

Linking and gathering information from various oral and written sources
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Modules Skills taught

Junior Graphic Design

Senior Graphic Design

Digital Marketing

Internet Marketing

Junior Web Programmer

Network Professional

Able to apply the basic design principles

Able to apply the basic communication principles

Apply design brief (create design brief)

Able to operate software related to graphic design (Bitmap & Vector)

Create a design (create sketch, develop the sketch, create a design dummy)

Able to apply the basic design principles

Able to apply the basic communication principles

Able to apply design brief (create design brief)

Able to decide a design strategy

Able to decide a design concept

Able to operate software related to graphic design

Able to present his or her own design work

Able to operate computer hardware

Able to decide e-business model

Digital marketing for retail business

Use of social media to attract potential customers

Digital marketing for retail business

Decide which online application / e-commerce for retail sales and service

Identify elements of company marketing

Create and organize concept

Create and organize marketing plan

Organize a unique brand service

Contribute to online marketing collaboration initiatives

Assisting MSMEs market access through online sites/platform

Make online transaction data adjustments

Implement the user interface

Apply command execution programming languages based on text, graphics and 
multimedia

Organizing functions, files, or other programming resources in a neat organization

Coding with principles according to guidelines and best practices

Implement structured programming

Using library or pre-existing components

Storyboard drawing

Perform analogue recording

Animatic/pre-visualisation

Make a character sketch

Make a background sketch

Make a property sketch
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Modules Skills taught

Network Professional (cont) Create a standard production on character design

Create a standard production on environment design

Create a standard production on property design

Make a sequential motion on main picture (keyframe)

Make a sequential motion in between pictures

Make a digital puppeteer motion

Create a background picture

Colouring on character design

Colouring on background picture

Making digital puppeteer elements

Do digital scanning

Making 3-D organic digital models

Create digital hard surface 3d mode

Create digital sculpting models

Creating digital characters

Creating digital non-characters

Create a digital asset group (layout 3D)

Create a digital camera viewpoint

Make UV mesh image

Make surface imaging (shading)

Make digital light imaging

Make digital imaging (rendering)

Create a dynamic simulation of digital objects (cloth / hair)

Creating particle motion commands

Making direction for digital motion simulation / solution (liquid / fluid)

Create a digital motion mechanic design (rigging)

Designing a connection between mechanics and digital objects (skinning)

Doing final image editing (online editing)

Composing layer techniques (2d compositing)

Create layer composition techniques (3d compositing)

Soft Skills

Implement concise, clean, neat, caring, diligent (5R) at work 

Mainstream gender and reproductive health in the workplace

Manage yourself to improve work ethic

Prepare job applications and interview tests

Improve the quality of appearance and professional attitude

Manage personal finances

Know the self-concept to achieve success

Apply basic communication skills
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Modules Skills taught

Operator Basic Office

Junior Computing Operator

Cloud Computing 
Administrator

Computer Assembly

Use a computer device

Use operating system

Use peripheral equipment

Use basic spreadsheet software

Use basic presentation software

Use website search engine

Use the operating system

Use peripheral equipment

Use basic word software

Use basic spreadsheet software

Use basic presentation software

Identifying the security aspects of user information

Defines the terminology and concepts of cloud computing

Identifying cloud computing technology

Identify the various types of hardware required

Carry out routine activities on LAAS, PAAS, and SAAS

Monitor facilities and infrastructure so that they can be used by users in accordance with 
the agreed SLA

Provides first layer support for user issues and next layer report

Anticipating disruptions and threats to the cloud system

Managing incidents on cloud systems due to unforeseen circumstances

Identifying the building blocks of the computer

Identify computer device specifications

Designing specifications according to user functions and needs

Carry out hardware inventory

Conduct software inventory

Install the interface card

Install the hard disk

Install the motherboard

Install the memory

Install the processor

Install the optical drive

Setting up BIOS

Perform the operating system installation

Installing application software

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture. 2016. Revitalization of Vocational Education.
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Modules Skills taught

Practical Office Professional

Warehouse Crew 
Development

Using data processing software

Use basic spreadsheet software

Use basic presentation software

Using electronic mail access software (e-mail client)

Design warehousing areas

Designing warehousing administration

Designing a warehouse operational system

Planning workforce requirements

Preparing warehousing area designs

Implement warehousing administration

Implement a warehousing operational system

Implement information systems for raw materials and finished products in the warehouse

Determine material handling needs

Planning material handling equipment requirements

Planning the layout design of material handling equipment storage

Operate material handling equipment

Perform maintenance of material handling equipment

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture. 2016. Revitalization of Vocational Education.
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Appendix 3: Current state of BBPLK Bekasi ICT curriculum compared to ICT job 
requirements

3D Modeler Artists

Jobs available: 3D designer

Current state:

BBPLK curriculum provides on-the-job training 
although it is unclear which 3D software is taught 
to the students. For content of the module Itself, 4 
competencies are relevant for 3D modelling: hard 
surface, model digital organic 3D, surface imaging, 
and shading. 

Brand Development

Jobs available: brand development staff, 
marketing staff, sales staff

Current state:

In general, the brand development Is still relevant 
for marketing professionals, although it feels 
outdated. Additionally, the module also provides 
on-the-job training. 

Desain Grafis Junior and Madya

Jobs available: content writer, graphic 
designer

Current state:

The Desain Grafis Junior and Desain Grafis Madya 
are practically identical. In both modules, students 
are taught graphic design theory and are also 
given on-the-job training. Students are also taught 
graphic and communication and presentation skills 
during their training. 

Digital Marketing

Jobs available: social media administrator, 
social media staff, digital marketing staff

Current state:

Overall, the contents of the curriculum are relevant, 
although it is not clear which software are taught 
to the students. The module also includes on-the-
job training. 

Internet marketing

Jobs available: social media administrator, 
social media staff, copy writer

Current state:

Overall, the internet marketing curriculum is 
relevant, especially the SWOT analysis. The module 
also includes on-the-job training. 

Movie Animator

Jobs available: Animator

Current state:

The module provides on-the-job training and 5 
competencies that seem to be particularly relevant 
for animation: motion digital character, motion 
digital non-character, layout 3D, camera digital 
angle, and 3D rendering software.

Operator Komputer Muda, Asisten 
Komputer Muda, Operator Basic 
Computer, and Practical Office 
Professional

Jobs available: Technician

Current state:

The 4 computer-related modules (Operator 
Komputer Muda, Asisten Komputer Muda, 
Operator Basic Computer, and Practical Office 
Professional) are practically Identical and teach 
basic skills on how to use Microsoft Office (Word, 
Excel, Powerpoint) and e-mail. 

Junior Web Programmer

Jobs available: Web programmer, developer

Current state:

Overall, the module Is not practical and too basic 
for the demand of Industry.
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Cinematography

Jobs available: assistant director, lighting 
staff, cameraperson

Current state:

Overall, the cinematography curriculum is relevant 
and adequate. Additionally, it also includes on-the-
job training.

Cloud Computing Administrator

Jobs available: Cloud administrator

Current state:

Overall, the content is relevant to the needs of 
industry. It also includes on-job-training and 
teaching of cloud software, although what software 
is taught is unknown. 
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Appendix 4: Dipstick survey

Questionnaire

Screening questions

BBPLK Bekasi

S1. When did you start and finish your training at BBPLK Bekasi?
Start:  [date]

Finish:  [date] 

¡ I haven’t finished my training yet

S2. What did you do immediately/ will you do, after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi? [MA]
□ Looking for a job/internship

□ Participating in other training

□ Starting a business

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ I didn’t/won’t immediately look for a job

Q1. Which program are you currently doing, or have you done at BBPLK Bekasi? [SA]
¡ 3D modeller artist

¡ Computer operator assistant

¡ Brand development

¡ Cinematography

¡ Content development

¡ Junior design graphic

¡ Middle design graphic

¡ Digital marketing

¡ Internet marketing

¡ Junior design graphic

¡ Junior web programmer

¡ Movie animator

¡ Network professional

¡ Operator basic office

¡ Junior computer operator

¡ Cloud computing administration 

¡ Computer assembly

¡ Practical office professional

¡ Warehouse crew development

¡ Other, namely [open]
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Q2. Why did you apply to this program? [open]

Q3. Which of the following applications/software did you use, or have you used in your 
training at BBPLK Bekasi? [MA]

□ Adobe Photoshop 

□ Adobe Movie Premier

□ Corel Draw

□ Microsoft Office (Excel, PowerPoint, Word)

□ Vector

□ Bitmap

□ TOWS Analysis

□ Database Management System (DBMS)

□ Blender

□ Autodesk

□ Other, namely  [open]

□ Other, namely  [open]

□ Other, namely  [open]

¡ None

[ASK FOR SELECTED ANSWER IN Q3] 
Q4. Which of the following applications/software you’d been familiar with before you 
started your training at BBPLK Bekasi? [MA]
□ Adobe Photoshop 

□ Adobe Movie Premier

□ Corel Draw

□ Microsoft Office (Excel, PowerPoint, Word)

□ Vector

□ Bitmap

□ TOWS Analysis

□ Database Management System (DBMS)

□ Blender

□ Autodesk

□ Other, namely  [open]

□ Other, namely  [open]

□ Other, namely  [open]
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¡ None

Q5. In general, what do you think of on-the-job training (OJT)? [SA]
¡ Not useful (at all)

¡ A little bit useful

¡ Useful

¡ Very useful

¡ Not sure

[ASK Q6 IF Q5 = 1 OR 2]
Q6. Why do you think so? (max. 2) [MA]

□ I won’t get the opportunity to learn something I like

□ I won’t get the opportunity to learn something new

□ The work at the OJT is not something I will do in the future

□ It won’t help my future career

□ Other, namely [open]

[ASK Q7 IF Q5 = 3 OR 4]
Q7. Why do you think so? (max. 2) [MA]

□ I’ll get the opportunity to practice something I like 

□ I’ll get the opportunity to practice something new

□ The work at the OJT is something I will do in the future

□ It will help my future career

□ Other, namely [open]

Q8. During your training at BBPLK Bekasi, did you do or have you done an OJT? [SA]
¡ Yes

¡ No

¡ I’m currently doing an OJT

[ASK Q9 IF Q8 = NO]

Q9. Why didn’t you do or haven’t you done an OJT? [open]
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[ASK Q10a and Q10b IF Q8 = YES OR CURRENTLY DOING THE OJT]
Q10a. At which company and position were or are you accepted for an OJT?
Q10b. What was/is the duration?
Company:  [open]

Position:  [open]

Duration:  [open] months

[ASK Q11 IF Q8 = YES]
Q11. What do you think of the duration of the OJT? [SA]

¡ Too short, it should have been [numeric] months

¡ Too long, it should have been [numeric] months

¡ Just right 

[ASK Q12 IF Q8 = YES]

Q12. What were the best aspects of the OJT? (max. 3) [MA]

□ Professional work-environment

□ Nice supervisor

□ Nice colleagues 

□ I can put my skills to use

□ The experience sharpens my skills

□ I learned how to do my work

□ The work culture made me feel comfortable to work there

□ I learned new things

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

[ASK Q13 IF Q8 = YES]

Q13. What were the difficulties that you encountered during your OJT? (max. 2) [MA]

□ I did not get any real work assigned to me

□ The work given was not relevant to the training

□ Skills required were different from the BBPLK training

□ I couldn’t keep up with the amount of work given to me

□ The given tasks were very difficult

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None
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First job

[ASK Q14 IF S1 = FINISH]
Q14. After graduating from BBPLK Bekasi, did you start looking for a job? [SA]

¡ Yes

¡ No

[ASK Q15 IF Q14 = NO]
Q15. Why didn’t you look for a job? [open]

[ASK Q16 IF Q14 = YES]
Q16. What kind of job were you looking for? (max. 3) [MA]

□ Computer hardware technique

□ Content development

□ Digital marketing

□ Graphical design 

□ Scripting

□ Other, namely [open]

[ASK Q17 IF Q14 = YES]
Q17. What were the main criteria that you considered for a job? (max. 3) [MA]

□ A job that is enjoyable 

□ Any jobs that were available

□ Jobs that fit my interest

□ Fit my educational background

□ Not too far away from my home

□ Recommended by my friends

□ Right salary

□ Fringe benefits

□ Reputable company

□ Other, namely [open]

[ASK Q18 IF Q14 = YES]
Q18. What were the challenges that you experienced when you started to look for a job? 
(max. 3) [MA]
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□ Not many jobs available

□ Jobs were too far away

□ Not enough jobs available at big or famous companies

□ My skills were not sufficient with the job requirements

□ My education background didn’t match the requirements (minimum requirement was a diploma 
or bachelor’s degree)

□ The jobs required several years of experience

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None 

[ASK Q19 IF Q14 = YES]
Q19. What were the challenges that you experienced when you applied for a job? (max. 3) 
[MA]

□ I didn’t have the tools/facilities needed to apply for a job

□ I didn’t know how to apply for a job

□ I didn’t know how to make a good motivational letter

□ I didn’t know how to make a good resume

□ I never got an interview appointment

□ No explanation why my application was rejected

□ There was no reply to my application

□ There were many rejections to my application

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

[ASK Q20 IF Q14 = YES]
Q20. What were the difficulties that you experienced when you were invited for an interview? 
(Max 3) [MA]

□ I had lack of confidence for the job interviews

□ The interview is conducted in English 

□ I didn’t know how to present myself in a job interview 

□ The job description turned out different than expected

□ The job didn’t seem interesting anymore

□ People at the interview were not always friendly

□ Salaries offered were too low

□ Other, namely[open]

¡ I didn’t face any challenges for job interviews

¡ I didn’t get invited for interview(s)

[ASK Q21 IF Q14 = YES]
Q21. Were the certificates provided by BBPLK Bekasi and BNSP useful in the job application 
process? [SA]

¡ Not useful (at all)
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¡ A little bit useful

¡ Useful

¡ Very useful

¡ Not sure

[ASK Q22 FOR SELECTED ANSWER IN Q21]
Q22. Why do you say so? [open]

[ASK Q23 IF S1 = FINISH]
Q23. How long did it take you to start working after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi? 

¡ [number] months

¡ I’m still unemployed

[ASK IF Q23 ≠ STILL UNEMPLOYED]
Q24a. What was your first job’s position after graduating from BBPLK Bekasi? [open]

Company: [open] 

Position: [open]

Q24b. What type of employment did you do? [SA]
¡ Full-time

¡ Part-time 

¡ Freelance

[ASK IF Q23 ≠ STILL UNEMPLOYED]
Q25. Are you still working there? [SA]

¡ Yes

¡ No

[ASK IF Q23 ≠ STILL UNEMPLOYED]
Q26. Which of the following aspects provided by BBPLK Bekasi were the most useful to 
help you get a job? [SR]

¡ Certificate

¡ Hard skills (applications, software, etc.)
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¡ Soft skills (presentation, speaking, etc.)

¡ OJT

¡ Job fair

¡ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

Current job

[ASK 27 IF Q25 = NO]
Q27. Have you worked in any other job, other than the job mentioned earlier, after graduating 
from BBPLK Bekasi? [SA]

¡ Yes 

¡ No

[ASK Q28 IF Q27 = YES]
Q28. What is your current position?

Company: [open]  

Position: [open]

[ASK Q29 IF Q27 = YES]
Q29. Were certificates provided by BBPLK Bekasi and BNSP useful in the last job application 
process? [SA]

¡ Not useful (at all)

¡ A little bit useful

¡ Very useful

¡ Excellent

[ASK Q30 IF Q29 = SELECTED]
Q30. Why do you say so? [open]
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Graduates’ perception on BBPLK Bekasi

Q31. Overall, what were the best aspects during your training at BBPLK Bekasi? (max. 3) 
[MA]

□ I learned a lot of soft skills (how to talk to and work together with people)

□ I learned a lot of hard skills (technical skills)

□ I improved my existing hard skills (technical skills)

□ I had great mentors

□ I had enough period/time to practice my skills

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

Q32. Overall, what were the difficulties that you experienced during your training at BBPLK 
Bekasi? (max. 3) [MA]

□ The course was too easy/simple

□ The material was difficult to follow

□ The lessons were not interesting

□ Repetitive lessons

□ Courses taught were too short

□ Courses taught were too long

□ The training environment was not conducive (broken tools/devices, class was too cramped)

□ Instructors couldn’t teach well or did not follow the modules

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ No difficulties 

Q33. As far as you can tell, did or will your program at BBPLK Bekasi help you get a job? [SA]
¡ Not helpful at all

¡ Slightly helpful

¡ Helpful

¡ Very helpful

¡ Not sure

Q34. What was the best aspect of BBPLK Bekasi’s job events (job fair, etc.) for you? [SA]
¡ I understand what needs to be prepared to get in a company

¡ I had a chance to apply to many job openings

¡ Walk-in interview

¡ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

Q35. In your opinion, what could be improved from BBPLK Bekasi’s job events (job fair, etc.)? 
(max. 2) [MA]
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□ Invite more companies to attend

□ More job opportunities for my program

□ The events could be more structured

□ Other, namely [open]

¡ None

Q36. Did you know that BBPLK Bekasi has partnerships (MoU and recruitment) with 
companies? [SA]

¡ Yes

¡ No

[ASK Q37 IF Q36 = YES]
Q37. Have you been in contact with the partner companies? [SA]

¡ Yes, namely [open]

¡ No

[ASK Q38 IF Q37 = YES]
Q38. For what purposes did you contact the partner companies? [MA]

□ OJT

□ Applied for a job

□ Talk about career possibilities

□ Other, namely [open]

Q39. What other type of training or support, not currently provided by BBPLK Bekasi, will 
be most useful in helping you get a job? [SA]

¡ Learning how to make a CV

¡ Learning how to make a good motivational letter

¡ Learning how to do an interview

¡ English course

¡ Other, namely [open]

¡ I don’t know

Q40. In your opinion, what needs to be improved from the training in BBPLK Bekasi? [open]

Q41. How likely is it that you would recommend trainings in BBPLK Bekasi to a friend, family 
member or colleague? You can answer on a scale from 0 to 10, with 0 mean very unlikely and 
10 very likely.
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Social Demographics

SD1. What is your name? [open]

SD2. What is your age? [numeric]

SD3. What is your gender? [SA]
¡ Male

¡ Female

SD4. What is your highest level of education? [SA]
¡ SD / No formal school

¡ SMP

¡ SMA

¡ SMK

¡ Other, namely

SD5. Are you willing to be contacted again for further research? [SA]
¡ Yes 

Email: [open]

WA number: [open] number

¡ No

SD6. Are you willing to share your current job information (name, company, and position) 
to BBPLK Bekasi? [SA]

¡ Yes

¡ No
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